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Abstract: Timelike T-duality of string theory appears as a symmetry of time evolution in
string field theory, exchanging evolution through times t and 1/t, and exchanging boundary
states with backgrounds. This is demonstrated by constructing the string field Schro¨dinger
functional, the generator of time evolution, based on Feynman diagram arguments and in
analogy with quantum field theory. There the functional can be described using only prop-
erties of first quantised particles on a timelike orbifold. Using new sewing rules applicable
to both open and closed strings we generalise this approach to bosonic string theory and
express the string field Schro¨dinger functional in terms of strings on S1/Z2.
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1. Introduction
The natural picture in which to investigate time evolution in quantum field theory is the
Schro¨dinger representation. The field operator is diagonalised on the initial quantisation
surface and arbitrary data on this surface is then evolved through time by the action of
the Schro¨dinger functional.
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It is not clear how to realise this in Witten’s string field theory [1] where the time vari-
able is associated with the midpoint of the timelike extension of the string X0(π/2) [2], [3],
rather than being a global time for the whole string. Due to the difficulties of working with
a Lagrangian formalism, in this paper we construct the string field Schro¨dinger functional
using graphical arguments based on the connections between first and second quantised
particles and strings.
We begin by summarising the Schro¨dinger picture approach to quantum field theory,
using a scalar field in D + 1 dimensions to illustrate. We describe the functional prescrip-
tion for the Schro¨dinger functional as given by Symanzik [4] and its Feynman diagram
expansion. We then show that the Schro¨dinger functional can be expressed in terms of
particles moving on RD times a compactification of the time direction using the sum over
paths representation of the field propagator. Since the sum over paths has a natural gen-
eralisation to the Polyakov integral for strings, it is suggested that we can construct the
string field Schro¨dinger functional from first quantised strings by analogy.
To realise this we begin by deriving the ‘gluing property’. This is a property of the
free space propagator fundamental to second quantisation, but derived in first quantisation.
It is a method for gluing together reparametrisation invariant propagators and diagrams,
including their moduli spaces, appropriate to the Schro¨dinger representation. Using this
property we show that time evolution defined through the action of the Schro¨dinger func-
tional can be described graphically. The Schro¨dinger functional itself is characterised solely
by the gluing property and its Feynman diagram expansion.
In section four we give an application of our arguments to interacting theories. We
demonstrate how the vacuum wave functional of φ4 theory can be constructed as the gener-
ator of vacuum expectation values and that our construction agrees with the conventional
description of the vacuum wave functional in terms of a large time functional integral. Our
arguments are shown to hold in Euclidean space and in the representation in which the
field momentum is diagonal. In this representation the Schro¨dinger functional is described
by particles moving on RD × S1/Z2.
Our construction of the Schro¨dinger functional is invertible. If we know the n-point
functions and have a gluing property then the Schro¨dinger functional is determined by the
Feynman diagram expansion. The gluing property, although a part of the field theory, is
derivable as a property of the sum over paths defining the propagator in first quantisation.
This is of course the language in which most progress in string theory has been made.
In section five we review the properties of the string field propagator constructed from
the Polyakov integral. We then generalise the gluing property to a method of sewing
worldsheets, appropriate to a Schro¨dinger representation. We stress that our goal is to
construct the objects of second quantised string theory such as time evolution operators
and wave-functionals using the functional integrals of first quantisation. This is a much
more modest programme than the normal approach of postulating an action and using
that to derive physical quantities. However it means that the usual problems of string
field theory, such as how to construct an action that ensures that when world-sheets are
sewn together to generate Feynman diagrams a single cover of the moduli space of surfaces
results, need not be addressed. Thus in section 5.5 we construct the lowest order part
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of the vacuum functional that includes a string loop. We require that expectation values
computed using this wave-functional yield the expressions familiar in first quantisation.
The wave-functional thus consists of two pieces, one that gives rise directly to the required
vacuum expectation value (and so, by construction, is an integral over a single cover of
moduli space), and another which cancels unwanted terms coming from the sewing of
diagrams.
In section six we discuss the properties of the string field Schro¨dinger functional in
the field momentum representation. The orbifold naturally leads to T-duality. We show
that timelike T-duality of string theory becomes a large/small time duality of string field
theory, where evolution through time t is exchanged with evolution through time 1/t and
an interchange of string fields and backgrounds. Our results apply to both the open and
closed string.
Finally, we describe the role of BRST symmetry in our formalism in section seven and
give our conclusions. An outline of the results of this paper can be found in [5].
2. The Schro¨dinger functional
We begin by briefly reviewing the Schro¨dinger representation in quantum field theory. The
scalar field action with metric ηµν = diag(1,−1 . . .) is
S[φ] =
∫
dDxdt
1
2
(
∂tφ∂tφ−∇φ · ∇φ
)− V (φ).
To quantise, the field φ and its conjugate momentum π are promoted to operators obeying
the equal time commutation relation [φˆ(x), πˆ(y)] = i~ δ (x− y). The common approach to
canonical quantisation is then to build a Fock space on which the Fourier modes of these
operators act as creation and annihilation of particles. In the Schro¨dinger representation
we instead diagonalise the field operator restricted to a quantisation surface (which we take
to be time t = 0). That is, a basis for the state space is given by
〈φ |φˆ(x, 0) = φ(x)〈φ |.
Using the canonical commutation relations the dependence on the field is made explicit by
writing
〈φ | = 〈D | exp
(
i
~
∫
dx φ(x)πˆ(x, 0)
)
where the Dirichlet state 〈D | is annihilated by φˆ(x, 0). We also have
〈φ |πˆ(x) = −i~ δ
δφ(x)
〈φ |.
A quantum state Ψ is a functional of the field and depends explicitly on the time,
〈φ |Ψ〉 = Ψ [φ(x), t] .
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The Schro¨dinger equation for time evolution becomes a functional differential equation
i~
∂
∂t
〈φ |Ψ〉 = 〈φ |Hˆ |Ψ 〉
→ i~ ∂
∂t
Ψ[φ(x), t] =
∫
dDx
(
−~
2
2
δ2
δφ2
+
1
2
∇φ · ∇φ+ V (φ)
)
Ψ[φ(x), t].
The Schro¨dinger functional is defined as
S[φ2, t2;φ1, t1] = 〈φ2 |e−iHˆ(t2−t1)/~|φ1 〉
= 〈D |ei
∫
φ2πˆ/~e−iHˆt/~e−i
∫
φ1πˆ/~|D 〉
(2.1)
where the states 〈φi | are again eigenvectors of the field operator, and describes time
evolution as follows. Suppose we have some state Ψ[φ, t1]. Then this state at later time t2
is, inserting a complete set,
Ψ[φ, t2] ≡ 〈φ |e−iHˆ(t2−t1)/~|Ψ 〉
= 〈φ |e−iHˆ(t2−t1)/~
[∫
Dϕ |ϕ 〉〈ϕ |
]
|Ψ 〉
=
∫
Dϕ S[φ, t2;ϕ, t1] Ψ[ϕ, t1]. (2.2)
Our goal is to construct this functional for string field theory – of course we do not know
the Hamiltonian so the above definition does not seem immediately applicable. However,
we will find that we can express the Schro¨dinger functional in terms of a Feynman diagram
expansion generalisable to the string.
The Feynman prescription for the Schro¨dinger functional is
S[φ2, t2;φ1, t1] =
∫
Dϕ eiS[ϕ]/~
∣∣∣∣ϕ(t2)=φ2
ϕ(t1)=φ1.
(2.3)
The change of variable
ϕ˜ = ϕ+ θ(t− t2)φ2(x) + θ(−t+ t1)φ1(x) (2.4)
where θ is the step function (θ(0) = 1), leaves the measure invariant and will move the
φ–dependence in the integration limits to boundary terms in the action. Naively the θ
terms do not contribute to the potential, since the action is evaluated between times t1
and t2. Our path integral becomes, dropping the tilde,∫
Dϕ exp
(
i
~
S[ϕ] +
i
~
∫
dDxφ2(x) ϕ˙|t=t2 −
i
~
∫
dDxφ1(x) ϕ˙|t=t1
+
i
2~
∫
dDxφ2(x)
2δ(0) − i
2~
∫
dDxφ1(x)
2δ(0)
) (2.5)
and the integration variable obeys ϕ = 0 on the boundaries t = t1 and t = t2. The first
three terms in this expression relate directly to the canonical expression in Eq.(2.1). The
final two terms require regularisation. As Symanzik has discussed [4], placing source terms
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on the boundary leads to divergences, and the Schro¨dinger functional is an example. The
divergences appear in perturbation theory because the field is placed at the same point as
the image charges which enforce boundary conditions, and are in addition to the usual free
space UV divergences. In order to regulate the image divergences we should split in time
the fields– thus the fields in (2.6), (4.1), (4.34) will be defined at different ordered times,
with the difference acting as regulator.
Interactions will be dealt with in due course but for now let us carry out the free field
integral in (2.5) and introduce some notation. If we take the time splitting regularisation
to be understood then we can drop the delta functions, and with the usual iε prescription
the Gaussian converges to
S[φ2, t2;φ1, t1] = NS exp
(
− 1
~
∫∫
dD(x,y)
1
2
φ2(y)G¨D(y, t2,x, t2)φ2(x)
− φ2(y)G¨D(y, t2,x, t1)φ1(x)
+
1
2
φ1(y)G¨D(y, t1,x, t1)φ1(x)
) (2.6)
where the propagator GD obeys Dirichlet boundary conditions on the surfaces t = t1 and
t = t2, reflecting the fact that 〈D |φˆ(x) = 0, and the dots denote the differentiation with
respect to time which results from φ being coupled to ϕ˙,
G¨D(x2, t2,x1, t1) ≡ ∂
2
∂t ∂t′
GD(x2, t,x1, t
′)
∣∣
t=t2, t′=t1
. (2.7)
The normalisation constant NS will be discussed below. The free field Schro¨dinger func-
tional can be written
S[
2
; t
2
;
1
; t
1
℄ = N
S
exp

 
1
2h
t
2
t
1
t
1
t
2
+
1
h
t
2
t
1
 
1
2h


2

2

1

1

2

1 (2.8)
The heavy lines denote the boundaries at t = t1, t2. In our diagrams a dotted line will
denote a propagator with Dirichlet conditions on all boundaries shown (whether or not the
propagator ends on them all). The grey dot is the time derivative.
3. Time evolution from a sum over paths
In this section we give a graphical description of time evolution in field theories which
we will later generalise to the string field. Our approach is based on interpreting sums
over field histories in terms of sums over particle histories. The Schro¨dinger functional
between times 0 and t (without loss of generality) is built from the Green’s function GD
which vanishes on the hypersurfaces at times 0 and t. Beginning in free space, we identify
free space points with their images under an S1/Z2 (orbifold) compactification of the time
direction, radius t/π. In the sum over paths from points (x, ti) to (y, tf ) on this spacetime
we must include the paths to the image points since they are considered equivalent. If we
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attach a minus sign each time a path crosses a reflection of the quantisation surfaces at
times nt for n ∈ Z,
(x; t
i
)
(y; t
f
)
(y; t
f
)
(y; t
f
+ 2t)
(y; t
f
+ 2t)
 t
0
t
2t
3t
then the sum over paths to each image gives a free space propagator weighted with a sign.
The sign is positive if the image is tf +2nt and negative if −t+2nt for n ∈ Z. All together,
we have∑
n∈Z
G0(x1, t1;x2, t2 + 2nt)−G0(x1, t1;x2,−t2 + 2nt) ≡ GD(x1, t1;x2, t2) (3.1)
which is equal to the desired propagator GD because the sum on the left hand side is the
method of images imposition of the boundary conditions on the right hand side.
In this section we will use this interpretation to show that time evolution can be
described using the gluing property and the diagram expansion. It is this structure which
we will later generalise to the string field.
3.1 The gluing property
It is well known that the off-shell free space propagator from xi ≡ (xi, ti) to xf may be
written as a sum over all paths from xi to xf with an action involving an intrinsic metric g
[6] [7]. Integrating out g gives a Boltzmann weight equal to the exponential of the length
of the path,
G0(xf ;xi) =
∫
D(x, g)
Vol Diff
ei
∫ 1
0 dξ (x˙·x˙/(2g)+m2g/2)
∣∣∣∣x(1)=xf
x(0)=xi
=
∫
Dx eim
∫ 1
0 dξ
√
x˙·x˙
∣∣∣∣x(1)=xf
x(0)=xi
.
(3.2)
The path is parameterised by ξ and x(0) is the point xi, x(1) the point xf . We have cor-
rected for the over counting of equivalent paths resulting from reparametrisation invariance
of the action by dividing out the volume of the space of reparametrisations f(τ). This is
the particle analogue of the Polyakov integral in string theory. Any metric can be reduced,
by a suitable gauge transformation, to
g(τ) = T 2
(
df(τ)
dτ
)2
for some f and T , the latter of which is the analogue of a string modular parameter. The
Jacobian for the change of variables is
Dg =
dT√
T
Det 1/2
(
− 1
T 2
d2
dτ2
)
Df.
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We can now evaluate the path integral (3.2) by using the reparametrisation invariance to
set g = T 2, constant, and then integrate over T ,
G0(xf ;xi) =
∞∫
0
dT√
T
Det 1/2
(
− 1
T 2
d2
dτ2
)∫
Dxµ eiS(x,T )
The above determinant is computed with Dirichlet boundary conditions and can be zeta
function regulated to give
Det 1/2
(
− 1
T 2
d2
dτ2
)
=
(∏
n=1
π2n2
T 2
)1/2
→ const.
√
T .
Splitting xµ into classical and quantum pieces, the integral over x is over the quantum
piece which has the Fourier expansion
x =
∑
m=1
xm sin(mπτ)
√
2
T
.
Each x integration results in the inverse of the previous determinant. To do the final
integration we can rotate the contour T → −iT and obtain the integral of the heat kernel
K of the Laplacian with the normalisation K(T = 0) = δD+1(xf − xi),
G0(xf ;xi) = i
∞∫
0
dT
(4πT )(D+1)/2
e−
1
4T
(xf−xi)2+m2T
= i
∫
dD+1k
(2π)D+1
e−ik·(xf−xi)
kµkµ −m2 .
The derivation of the gluing property begins with the simple observation that paths from
(x1, t1) to (x2, t2) must cross the plane at time t at least once if t2 > t > t1. This implies
the sum over paths defining the propagator can factorised so that formally∑
paths AB
e−length(AB) =
∑
C
( ∑
paths AC
e−length(AC)
)( ∑
paths CB
e−length(CB)
)
(3.3)
where C lies in the plane at time t. To make this factorisation explicit, insert into (3.2) a
resolution of the identity,
G0 =
∫
Dx
[∫
dτ ′ J(x0)δ
(
x0(τ ′)− t)] eiS[x]. (3.4)
For t2 > t > t1 the delta function always has support on the worldline. The Jacobian J
which makes the insertion unity is easily found to be J = x˙0(τ ′). Taking the integral over
τ ′ outside and distinguishing between worldline times earlier and later than τ ′, the path
integral is∫
dτ ′
∫ [∏
τ<τ ′
dxµ(τ)
]
dDx(τ ′)x˙0(τ ′)
[∏
τ>τ ′
dxµ(τ)
]
exp
(
i
∑
τ<τ ′
S[x(τ)] +
∑
τ>τ ′
S[x(τ)]
)
.
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We can write x˙0(τ ′) as a two sided derivative
x˙(τ ′)0 = lim
h→0
x0(τ ′ + h)− x0(τ ′ − h)
2h
which splits the path integration into a pair of terms each with an insertion. The inte-
grals are invariant under reparametrisations of the worldline and so have no explicit τ ′
dependence, the integral over which gives a finite volume, leaving
G0 =
∫
dDy
∫
Dxµ x˙0(τfinal)e
iS[x]
∫
Dxµ eiS[x]
+
∫
dDy
∫
Dxµ eiS[x]
∫
Dxµ x˙(τinitial)e
iS(x),
(3.5)
where the integral over y is over the boundary spatial co-ordinate data. The path integrals
can be done in the Polyakov approach, fixing the metric g = T 2. The insertion can be
taken outside the integral as a derivative w.r.t. boundary data, giving us the factorisation
of the propagator
G0(xf , tf ,xi, ti) = −i
∫
dDyG0(xf , tf ,y, t)
←→
∂
∂t
G0(y, t,xi, ti), t2 > t > t1. (3.6)
The explicit calculation is easiest using the Fourier representation. Consider∫
dDy G0(x2, t2,y, t)
∂
∂t
G0(y, t,x1, t1)
=
∫
dD(pq,y) d(p0, q0)
(2π)2(D+1)
(−iq0) e
−i[p(x2−y)+p0(t2−t)+q(y−x1)+q0(t−t1)]
(p20 − E2(p))(q20 − E2(q))
=
∫
dDpd(p0, q0)
(2π)(D+2)
(−iq0) e
i[p(x2−x1)+p0(t2−t)+q0(t−t1)]
(p20 − E2(p))(q20 − E2(p))
which follows from doing the y integration giving (2π)Dδ (p− q) (all with the iε prescrip-
tion). The q0 integration depends on the sign of t− t1, ǫ(t− t1), giving
i
2
ǫ(t− t1)
∫
dDpdp0
(2π)D+1
e−ip0(t2−t)−ip(x2−x1)−iE(p)|t−t1|
p20 − E2(p)
.
The p0 integration gives
i
2
ǫ(t− t1)
∫
dDp
(2π)D
e−ip(x2−x1)−iE(p)(|t2−t|+|t−t1|)
2E(p)
.
The leading factors are taken care of if we include the second term in (3.6), the result
of which follows. We can write this with the insertion acting on a single propagator by
replacing ←→
∂
∂t
−→ −2 ∂
∂t
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and the following additional cases are immediate,
∫
dDy G0(x2, t2;y, t)
(
−2 ∂
∂t
)
G0(y, t;x1, t1) =

iG0(x2, t2;x1, t1) t2 > t > t1
−iG0(x2, t2;x1, t1) t1 > t > t2
iGI(x2, t2;x1, t1) t > t1, t2
−iGI(x2, t2;x1, t1) t < t1, t2
(3.7)
where GI is the “image propagator” equal to the free space propagator for the points
(x2, t2) and the reflection of (x1, t1) in the plane at time = t. In short, if the two points
are on opposite sides of the plane at time = t, the two propagators are glued to form the
usual propagator, if they are on the same side gluing produces the image propagator.
This result should not be confused with the self-reproducing property of heat-kernels,
(this will be apparent when we discuss strings) but plays a nonetheless fundamental role
in field theory. For example, applying it twice gives∫
dDx3 d
Dx2 G0(x4, t4,x3, t3)
(
4
∂2
∂t3 ∂t2
G0(x3, t3,x2, t2)
)
G0(x2, t2,x1, t1)
= G0(x4, t4,x1, t1) for t4 > t3 > t2 > t1.
(3.8)
Taking all the ti to zero gives a useful relation which may be expressed as
=
x x
y y
0 0
where the heavy line is the plane at time t = 0, the unbroken line is the free space propagator
and a black dot is −2 times a time derivative1. Thus
= Æ
D
(x  y)
x
y
0
(3.9)
From this we deduce that the inverse of the free space propagator at equal time is
y
0
x
. (3.10)
3.2 Time evolution of the vacuum
The vacuum wave functional (VWF) is the generator of vacuum expectation values (equal
time Green’s functions). To lowest order the VWF is that of a free theory with form
Ψ0[φ] = exp
(
− 1
2~
∫
dD(x,y)φ(x) Γ02(x,y)φ(y)
)
(3.11)
1Note that the orientation of this diagram is unimportant and can be chosen for convenience.
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and must generate the free space propagator restricted to the boundary t = 0 via
~G0(x, 0,y, 0) = 〈φ(x, 0)φ(y, 0) 〉 =
∫
Dφφ(x)φ(y)e−
∫
φΓ02φ/~ = ~
(
2Γ02(x,y)
)−1
. (3.12)
The required inverse was calculated in the previous section. It follows that to lowest order
the VWF can be written
 
0

	
0
[; 0℄ = exp

 
1
4 . (3.13)
The VWF is also an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. Using this and the Schro¨dinger func-
tional we have two expressions for the state at time t (we will set ~ = 1 in the remainder
of this section),
Ψ0[ϕ2, t] = e
−iE0tΨ0[ϕ, 0] =
∫
Dϕ1 S[ϕ2, t;ϕ1, 0]Ψ0[ϕ1, 0]. (3.14)
The integral is Gaussian to lowest order and can be carried out directly, but we will
represent it using the diagram expansion. The integral is
Z
D'
1
exp

= N
S
Det(K)
 1=2
exp

 
1
2
Z
D'
1
S['
2
; t;'
1
; 0℄	
0
['
1
; 0℄ = N
S

'
2
'
2
'
2
t

exp

1
2
t
'
2
t
'
2
'
2
'
2
 
1
2
t
'
1
00
+
0
t
'
1
'
1
t

exp

 
1
4
 
1
2
0
'
1
'
1
0

0
K
 1
(x;y)
x
y
0

(3.15)
The first three terms are the Schro¨dinger functional, the final term is the vacuum. The
Gaussian integral in ϕ1 gives the third line, where the symmetric operator K and its inverse
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are defined by
) K
 1
(x;y) =
K(x;y) =
1
2
0 0
t
0
0 + 2nt 0 + 2nt
0
2nt
+
X
n
+
X
n
x y yx
x x
y y
y
y
2t
0
x
=
1
X
n=0
0
x
0
x y
0
x y
+
=
1
2
 
(3.16)
In the definition of K, the derivatives on the propagator lead to all the images entering
with the same sign (plus). The indices in the diagrams can be checked using the finite
dimensional case,
∫ ∏
k
duk e
− 1
2
uiAijuj+vjBjiui = Det (A)−1/2e
1
2
vkBkiA
−1
ij vmBmj . (3.17)
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We can check explicitly that the inverse is correct, using the gluing properties (3.7).
=
+ ++
x
y
x x x
y y
2t 4t 6t
000
0
= Æ
D
(x  y):
    
x x x
y
y y y
0 0 0
0
2t
2t
4t
4t
6t
6t
8t
x
+i +i +i + : : :
  : : :
+ : : :
 i  i  i  i   : : :
y y y
yyyy
x x x
0 0
0 0 0 0
x x x x
2t
2t
4t
4t
6t
6t 8t
0
 
y
K
 1
(x; z)K(z;y) =
x z
 
 
+ +
z
y y
+ : : :

y
zx
= Æ
D
(x  y)
(3.18)
To understand the terms in the third line, either recall that gluing propagators which end
on the same side of the boundary produces an image propagator, or, as we have illustrated,
use the time dependence of the propagator to translate the diagrams. For example,
2t
0 2t
4t
y y
z z
=
.
The Schro¨dinger functional term to be contracted with K−1 is
0
t+ 2nt
0
 t+ 2nt
=
X
n
+
X
n
0
=
X
n=0
t+ 2nt
t
0 (3.19)
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Carrying this out gives the final result of the Gaussian integration,
K
 1
+
1
2
=
1
2

t 3t
0 0
=
1
2

0
t
0
+
t 3t
0
+ : : :



'
2
x x
'
2
'
2
'
2
yy
'
2
x
3t
0
'
2
x
+ : : :

i

0
t
'
2
x
+ : : :

0
x
 
0
y
x
2t
y

0
t
2t
'
2
'
2
'
2
'
2
+
i
2
+
i
2
=
i
2
'
2
'
2
0 0
t t
4t 6t
+ : : :
=
1
2
0
2t
'
2
'
2
'
2
'
2
t
'
2
'
2
0
6t
'
2
'
2
4t
0
'
2
+
1
2
+
1
2
0
+ : : :
'
2
=
1
2
0
 
1
4
(3.20)
This removes the remaining term in (3.15) and implies
Z
D'
1
S['
2
; t;'
1
; 0℄	
0
['
1
; 0℄ = N
S
Det(K)
 1=2
exp

 
1
4
0

'
2
'
2
(3.21)
which is the correct diagram since the exponent should be independent of time. From
(2.5) we see that the normalisation of the Schro¨dinger functional is the determinant of the
Laplacian with Dirichlet conditions at times 0 and t, to the power minus one half. We can
write this as the determinant of the propagator GD to the power plus one half. Comparing
(3.14) and (3.21) we have an unregulated expression for the free vacuum energy,
e−iE0t =
Det 1/2(GD)
Det 1/2(K)
. (3.22)
3.3 Time dependence of the two-point function
We will now apply our methods to an explicitly time dependent object. The two point
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function can be written in terms of the Schro¨dinger functional and the VWF,
〈φ(x, t)φ(y, 0)〉 =
∫
D(ϕ2, ϕ1)Ψ0[ϕ2]ϕ2(x) S[ϕ2, t;ϕ1, 0]ϕ1(y)Ψ0[ϕ1]. (3.23)
In the free theory the ϕ1 integral is
0
t
'
1

exp

 
1
2
'
2

0
'
1
'
1
 
1
4
0
'
1
'
1
t
Z
D'
1
'
1
(y) exp

'
2
'
2
'
2
'
2
'
2
0

exp

1
2
z
t
 
1
4
t

0
t
= K
 1
(y; z)

(3.24)
The exponential terms are the same as for the evolution of the vacuum, but the insertion
of ϕ1(y) brings down the leading factor. Again the indices can be checked by comparison
with the finite dimensional case. The remaining integral over ϕ2 ties together x and y
giving us
= K
 1
(y; z)

Z
D'
2
'
2
(x)K
 1
(y; z)

t
0

exp

 
1
2
'
2
z
'
2
'
2
t

w
z
0

w x

 1
t
t
x
w
t
2t
w
(2n + 1)t
=

 
0
z
0
y z

X
n=0
z
0

=  i

y
0

0
y
=
= h(x; t)(y; 0)i
y

0
w
x

0
w
x
(3.25)
Using the gluing property alone we have shown that equation (4.35) for the Schro¨dinger
functional leads to the correct result for the two point function at unequal times. This
argument is invertible; If we know the two point function we can construct the Schro¨dinger
functional as in (4.35) provided the gluing property holds. If we can generalise the gluing
property to string theory we can repeat the diagrammatic arguments and construct the
second quantised string Schro¨dinger functional.
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4. Interacting, Euclidean, field momentum extensions
We begin this section by describing application of our graphical techniques to interacting
theories, using the example of constructing the vacuum state in φ4 theory.
We then show that our results hold equally well in Euclidean space, in preparation
for string theory where the Euclidean Polyakov integrals are better defined. We will also
examine the properties of the Schro¨dinger functional in the field momentum representation,
which will be later related to T-duality.
4.1 Reconstructing the vacuum functional
The aim of this section is to use diagrammatic methods to show that the vacuum wave
functional, Ψ0[φ(x)] ≡ 〈φ(x) | 0〉, can be constructed from the requirement that it must
generate known results for vacuum expectation values (equal time correlation functions)
through
〈φ(x1, 0) · · · φ(xn, 0) 〉 ≡ 〈 0 |φˆ(x1, 0) . . . φˆ(xn, 0)| 0 〉
=
∫
Dφ(x) φ(x1) · · · φ(xn) |Ψ0[φ]|2.
(4.1)
We will focus on massive λφ4 theory and build the VWF perturbatively by order in ~ and
λ, using the known diagram expansion of n–point functions, where the gluing property will
play a central role (the diagram expansion of the VWF has been considered previously, [8],
but we are taking a different approach).
We determined the free field contribution earlier using precisely this approach for
n = 2. If we consider interactions then the logarithm of the VWF has an expansion not
only in powers of λ but in ~ also. We expand the logarithm, W [φ], as
W [φ] =
1
~
∞∑
n=1
i2n
(2n)!
∫
dD(x1 . . .x2n) φ(x1) · · ·φ(x2n) Γ2n(x1, . . . ,x2n)
where each of the Γ2n has an expansion in powers of ~,
Γ2n = Γ
0
2n + Γ
~
2n + Γ
~
2
2n + · · · (4.2)
with their dependence given by the superscript. There can be no correction to Γ02 (defined
in 3.11) from the addition of interactions since this would give a leading order correction
to the two point function, but we know that the first corrections are of order λ~2,
h(y; t)(x; 0)i = h
(y; t)
(x; 0)
(y; t)
(x; 0)
+ h
4
+ h
2
+ : : :
(y; t)
(x; 0) (4.3)
Therefore (3.12) still holds.
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Keeping only Γ02 in the exponent and expanding the other contributions to W [φ], call
this W [φ], yields vacuum expectation values
〈φ(x1, 0) . . . φ(x2n, 0) 〉 =
∫
Dφ e−
∫
φΓ02 φ
∑
m=0
(2W [φ])2m
(2m)!
φ(x1) · · ·φ(x2n), (4.4)
so in general we have to contract φ(x1) . . . φ(x2n) with the φ in the diagrams contributing
to W using the inverse of 2Γ02 which is the equal time propagator in free space.
To identify the first interaction vertex Γ04 consider the (connected) four point function
0
x
1
x
2
x
4
x
3
=
Z
D (x
1
) : : : (x
4
)

2
4!
 
0
4
 
 

exp

 
1
2
 
0
(4.5)
The four external legs are sewn to the four fields from Γ04 using the equal time propagator,
at a single vertex , which must give us the usual four point function restricted to the
boundary. We can invert the propagators attached to Γ04 using 2Γ
0
2 and we find
 
0
4
=
0 0
 
0
4
=
0
= i
0
0
2
2
=
1
2
 
0
4
=)
(4.6)
Keeping track of the combinatoric factors the vertex is
Γ04(x1, . . . ,x4) =
λ
2
∫ [ 4∏
i=1
dpi
(2π)D
e−ip.xi
]
δ (p1 + . . . + p4)
(E(p1) + . . .+ E(p4))
. (4.7)
All the tree level contributions Γ02n can be similarly derived from considering the tree level
2n-point function at equal time, as we have done for n = 1, 2 above.
Using Γ04 we can determine the one loop correction Γ
~
2 . The one loop self energy graph
in the two point function is of order λ~2, so the only terms contributing are Γ04 and Γ
~
2.
Expanding to first order in λ we calculate
 
1
h
Z
D (x)(y)

1
+
1
4!h

exp

 
1
2h
  

 
h
2
0
 
 
0
= h
y
x
y
x
 
1
h
 
h
2
+
h
2
2
00 0
y
x
(4.8)
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To make sense of the final diagram we appeal to the gluing property with appropriate
conditions t1, t2 ≶ 0,∫
dD(x,y)
(
2
∂
∂t
G0(x, x1;y, t)
)
G0(y, 0; z, 0)
(
2
∂
∂t′
G0(z, t
′;x2, t2)
)∣∣∣∣
t′=t=0
= −GI(x1, x1;x2, t2)
(4.9)
so the effect of gluing two free propagators with the inverse of 2Γ20 on the boundary is to
produce the image propagator. The external legs become propagators as in (4.6), and the
internal lines become an image propagator loop, denoted by an I,
0
=
I
yx x y
0
1
2
. (4.10)
The factor of 1/2 on the left is the symmetry factor implicit in the diagram on the right.
Loops of image and free propagators are unequal, so this term must be removed by Γ~2 . We
are led to the result
W [℄ =  
1
4h

 
0
+ h

+
1
4!h
  
0
  h
I
0
 
0
(4.11)
4.2 The VWF from a sum over paths
The conventional method of constructing the VWF [4] is via a large time path integral. If
we apply the time evolution operator exp(−iHˆt/~) to any state | υ 〉 not orthogonal to the
vacuum, then for large times
exp(−iHˆt/~)| υ 〉 ∼ | 0 〉e−iE0t/~〈 0 | υ 〉 (t→∞) (4.12)
where E0 is the energy of the vacuum, and the larger energy eigenvalues cause rapid
oscillations which do not contribute. Thus
Ψ[φ] = lim
t→∞Ne
iE0t/~〈D |ei
∫
dx φ(x)πˆ(x,0)/~e−iHˆt/~| υ 〉 (4.13)
(the overall normalisation of the vacuum will not concern us here, so we set it equal to one).
We obtain the path integral representation following the same arguments as in section 2,
Ψ0[φ] =
∫
Dϕ(x, t) eiS[ϕ]/~
∣∣∣
ϕ(x,0)=0
(4.14)
with action
S[ϕ] =
0∫
−∞
dt
∫
dDx
1
2
(
ϕ˙2 − (∇ϕ)2 −m2ϕ2
)
− λ
4!
ϕ4 +
∫
dDx ϕ˙(x, 0)φ. (4.15)
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The boundary condition on the field at t = −∞ is that it must be regular. Standard field
theory results then imply that the logarithm W [φ] of the VWF is given by the sum of
connected diagrams constructed from the new action (4.15). There is a boundary at t = 0
where the field vanishes; the propagators Gd(0) in the Feynman diagrams satisfy Dirichlet
conditions on the boundary, where all external legs must end with a time derivative. Using
the notation we introduced in section 2 we can write W [φ] generated from (4.15) as
0
0
W [℄ =  
1
2!h
        
0
+ h
+ : : :

+
1
4!h

+ : : :

+ : : :
(4.16)
Let us compare this with our expression (4.11). The lowest order contribution comes from
turning off the interaction and doing the Gaussian integration in (4.14), which implies
1
2
Γ02(x,y) =
1
2
∂2
∂t∂t′
Gd(0)(x, t,y, t
′)
∣∣∣∣
t=t′=0
(4.17)
By the method of images the propagator is
Gd(0)(x, t,y, t
′) = G0(x, t,y, t′)−G0(x, t,y,−t′)
= G0(x, t,y, t
′)−GI(x, t,y, t′).
(4.18)
Using this we can verify the time independence of the vacuum wave functional; for propa-
gators Gd(t) which obey Dirichlet conditions on the plane at time t we have
G¨d(t1)(x, t1,y, t1) = G¨d(t2)(x, t2,y, t2). (4.19)
We can now verify the consistency of both (3.12) and (4.17). In the latter, the differentiation
leads to G0 and its image contributing equally and implies
Γ02(x,y) = 2i
∫
dDkdk0
(2π)D+1
k20
k20 − E(k)2 + iε
e−ik.(x−y)−ik0ǫ. (4.20)
The k0 integral becomes divergent, so we have introduced the regulator. Carrying out the
k0 integral and taking the regulator to zero we find
Γ02(x,y) = 2 lim
ǫ=0
∫
dDk
(2π)D+1
π E(k) eik.(x−y)−iǫE(k) =
∫
dDk
(2π)D
E(k) e−ik·(x−y). (4.21)
recovering (3.12). The interaction part of the Lagrangian is only integrated over half of
all space. To interpret (4.16) in terms of ordinary Feynman diagrams, we can use the
symmetries of the propagators attached to the boundary to write the interaction vertex
integrated over all space by inserting a factor of 1/2 in front of the diagram. Using (4.18)
the one loop term is
 
0
 
 
1
4
 
I
0 0
1
2!
=
1
4
(4.22)
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in agreement with our result (4.11).
In summary, we have seen that the VWF has a diagram expansion in a propagator
obeying Dirichlet boundary conditions, and this can be constructed using the gluing prop-
erties. To complete the discussion of the VWF we describe how the propagator is given in
first quantisation. If we identify spacetime points with their reflection in t = 0, the quan-
tisation surface, then when we sum over paths from (x, t1) to (y, t2) we have to include
paths from (x, t1) to (y,−t2), the reflection of (y, t2),
0
(y; t
2
)
(x; t
1
)
(y; t
2
)
Now weight paths with a minus sign each time they cross the surface t = 0. Paths from
(x, t1) to (y,−t2) must cross the quantisation surface an odd number of times and acquire
an overall minus sign, whereas paths directly from (x, t1) to (y, t2) cross an even number
of times and are weighted with an overall plus sign. The contribution from the latter paths
gives G0 and from the former −GI in expression (4.18) for the Dirichlet propagator Gd(0).
4.3 Euclidean extension
Rotating x0 → −ix0 the Euclidean action is
SE [φ] =
∫
dD+1x
1
2
(
φ˙2 +∇φ.∇φ+m2φ2)+ λ
4!
φ4. (4.23)
and the Euclidean propagator is
G(x2, t2;x1, t1) =
∞∫
0
dT
1
(4πT )(D+1)/2
e−(xf−xi)
2/4T−m2T
=
∫
dD+1k
(2π)D+1
e−ik·(xf−xi)
kiki +m2
=
∫
dDk
(2π)D
e−ik·(xf−xi)
2E(k)
e−E(k)|tf−ti|.
(4.24)
In Euclidean space the propagator factorises as
G0(x2, t2;x1, t1) =
∫
dDxG0(x2, t2;x, t)
←→
∂
∂t
G0(x, t;x1, t1) t2 > t > t1. (4.25)
The gluing properties are
∫
dDy G0(x2, t2;y, t)
(
−2 ∂
∂t
)
G0(y, t;x1, t1) =

G0(x2, t2;x1, t1) t2 > t > t1
−G0(x2, t2;x1, t1) t1 > t > t2
GI(x2, t2;x1, t1) t > t1, t2
−GI(x2, t2;x1, t1) t < t1, t2
(4.26)
where the only difference is the now missing factor of i and the equal time inverse picks up
a minus sign,
=  Æ
D
(x  y)
x
y
0
. (4.27)
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In Euclidean space the vacuum is given by applying the imaginary time evolution operator
exp(−Hˆt) to any state, | υ 〉, not orthogonal to the vacuum, then for large times
exp(−Hˆt)| υ 〉 ∼ | 0 〉e−E0t〈 0 | υ 〉 (t→∞)
where E0 is the energy of the vacuum, and the larger energy eigenvalues are exponentially
damped. The path integral representation now follows as before,
Ψ0[φ] =
∫
Dϕ exp
(
− S[ϕ]−
∫
dDx ϕ˙(x, 0)φ(x)
)∣∣∣∣
ϕ(x,0)=0
with the action evaluated on the half space t < 0. The Schro¨dinger functional has a similar
expression,
S[φ2, t2;φ1, t1] =
∫
Dϕ exp
(
−SE[ϕ]−
∫
dDx ϕ˙(x, t2)φ2(x)+
∫
dDx ϕ˙(x, t1)φ1(x)
)∣∣∣∣ϕ(t2)=0
ϕ(t1)=0
.
All of the calculations we have presented can be repeated in Euclidean space, but the only
differences to keep track of are minus signs. Instead we will remain in Euclidean space but
use a representation of the state space which will, in Section 5, link us to T-duality.
4.4 Field momentum representation
In this section we work in a basis in which the field momentum is diagonal,
〈π |πˆ(x) = π(x)〈π |, i δ
δπ(x)
〈π | = 〈π |φˆ(x). (4.28)
This representation can be viewed simply as a functional Fourier transform on the space
of state functionals,
Ψ[π, t] :=
∫
Dφ exp
(
i
∫
dDxπ(x)φ(x)
)
Ψ[φ, t] (4.29)
but there is more to learn by working from first principals. The free field VWF is
Ψ0[π] ≡ 〈π |Ψ0〉 =
∫
Dφ exp
(
− SE[φ]− i
∫
dDφ(x)π(x)
)∣∣∣∣
φ˙(x,0)=0
= exp
(
− 1
2
∫
dD(x,y)π(x)Gn(0)(x, 0,y, 0)π(y)
)
where the propagator Gn(0) obeys Neumann conditions on the boundary at t = 0. A
dashed line will represent a propagator with Neumann conditions as the dotted line did for
Dirichlet so we write

	
0
[℄ = exp

 
1
2
0
 
(4.30)
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As in earlier sections, a variety of methods can be used to reconstruct the VWF without
the definition above. By defining G0 at equal times as a vacuum expectation value we find
G
0
(x; 0;y; 0) = h(x; 0)(y; 0) i =  
Z
D	
0
[℄
Æ
Æ(x)
Æ
Æ(y)
	
0
[℄
=) 	
0
[℄ = exp

 

0
 
(4.31)
The two above expressions for the vacuum are equivalent, as can be seen from the method
of images,
Gn(0)(x, tf ,y, ti) = G0(x, tf ,y, ti) +G0(x, tf ,y,−ti). (4.32)
The Schro¨dinger functional now describes imaginary time evolution. It is defined by an
expression analogous to (2.1),
S[π2, t;π1, 0] = 〈π2 |e−H(t)|π1 〉
= 〈N |e−i
∫
π2φˆe−Htei
∫
π1φˆ|N 〉
=
∫
Dφ exp
(
− SE [φ]− i
∫
dDφ(x, t)π2(x) + i
∫
dDφ(x, 0)π1(x)
)∣∣∣∣φ˙(x,t)=0
φ˙(x,0)=0
(4.33)
where 〈N | is the Neumann state 〈N |πˆ = 0. The result of the free field integral is
S[π2, t;π2, 0] = exp
(
−
∫∫
dDxdDy
1
2
π1(y)Gorb(y, 0,x, 0))π1(x)
− π2(y)Gorb(y, t,x, 0)π1(x)
+
1
2
π2(y)Gorb(y, t,x, t)π2(x)
) (4.34)
where Gorb obeys Neumann, rather than Dirichlet, boundary conditions on x
0 = t and
x0 = 0, and there is no longer a time derivative on the propagators since this has been
moved into the fields, π = φ˙. In terms of Feynman diagrams


1
0

1
+
tt

2

1
 
1
2
0
t

2
0

2
S[
2
; t; 
1
; 0℄ = exp

 
1
2
(4.35)
The method of images with the free space propagator gives us the required boundary
conditions,
Gorb(xf , tf ,xi, ti) =
∑
n∈Z
G0(xf , tf ,xi, ti + 2nt) +G0(xf , tf ,xi,−ti + 2nt). (4.36)
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The sum over images is written as a sum over paths by again opacifying the time direction
on the S1/Z2 orbifold of radius t/π but without the minus sign weightings of the represen-
tation in which the field was diagonal. Therefore the Schro¨dinger functional is constructed
from a sum over paths of particles moving on S1/Z2 × RD.
Although the following calculations are similar to those in sections (3.2) and (3.3), we
present them for completeness. We begin with the time dependence of the vacuum. The
free field integral evolving the vacuum between times 0 and t is


1
 
1
2
t

2

1
00
+
0
t

2

2

1

1
t

exp

 
1
2
Z
D
1
exp

 
1
2

2

2
t
0

exp

1
2

2
0
t
K
 1
(x;y)
= exp

 
1
2
Z
D
1
S[
2
; t; 
1
; 0℄	
0
[
1
; 0℄ =
x

2
y
t
0

0

1
(4.37)
The first three terms are the Schro¨dinger functional, the final term is the vacuum. This
time the operator K and its inverse are given by
+
0
t
yx
K(x;y) =
= 4
X
n0
0
2nt
y
x
=) K
 1
(x;y) =
1
4
x y
0
02t
 
1
4
y
0
x
x y
(4.38)
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Again we can check that the inverse is correct,

0
+
0 0 0
4t
+ : : :

2t 2t0

 
   
x
y
K
 1
(x;y)K(y; z) =
z z
y
x
++
y
z
y y
z
x
z z
x
  : : :
=
2t 4t
x
z
+
x
z
x x
++ + : : :
z z
x x
Æ(x  z)
=
  : : :  
z z
+ + : : :
+
x x
z
0 0
0 0 0
2t
4t 6t
2t
z
2t 4t
2t 4t 6t
2t
00
0
0 0 0
+
 
= Æ(x  z)
0
x
(4.39)
The Schro¨dinger functional term to be contracted with K−1 is
0
t+ 2nt
+
X
n
 t+ 2nt
0
= 4
X
n=0
00
t
=
X
n
(2n+ 1)t
(4.40)
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Finally, the Gaussian integral gives
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+
+ : : :
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2
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t 3t 2t 0
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which again implies the correct result for time evolution of the vacuum,
Z
D
1
S[
2
; t; 
1
; 0℄	
0
[
1
; 0℄ = exp

 
1
2
t


2

2
. (4.42)
Finally, the two point function in the field momentum representation is
〈π(x, t)π(y, 0)〉 =
∫
D(π2, π1)Ψ0[π2]π2(x)S[π2, t;π1, 0]π1(y)Ψ0[π1]. (4.43)
The π1 integral is
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(4.44)
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and the final integral is
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In the final line, the dots on the propagator appear since we are correlating the field
momenta π = ϕ˙. The factor is a result of our conventions; the minus sign is an artifact
of Euclideanisation, as in (4.27), and the quarter cancels the four coming from the time
derivatives, giving the correct two point function. This can be verified by using the field
momentum vacuum functional to generate the leading term in the equal time two point
function,
h(x)(y)i =
Z
D (x)(y) 	
0
[℄
2
= (2G
n
(x; 0;y; 0))
 1
=  
1
4
y
x
. (4.46)
We have shown that our arguments hold in Euclidean space and in the field momentum
representation. In the next section we generalise the gluing property to string theory so
that we may repeat our diagrammatic arguments and construct the second quantised string
Schro¨dinger functional.
5. Schro¨dinger representation of string field theory
The string field propagator can be constructed in much the same way as in QFT [6], [7] as
the transition amplitude G(Xf ;Xi) between arbitrary spacetime curves Xi(σ) and Xf (σ).
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The boundary curves of interest to us have X0(σ) = constant, for which we denote the
propagator by
Gtf−ti(Xf ;Xi) :=
∫
D(X, g) e−
1
4πα′
∫
d2σ
√
g gab∂aXµ∂bXµ
∣∣∣∣X=Xf (σ), X0=tf
X=Xi(σ), X0=ti.
(5.1)
At tree level the worldsheet is a finite strip (cylinder) for open (closed) strings. An arbitrary
metric can be written as a diff×Weyl transformation (orthogonal to the CKV) of a reference
metric gˆab(T ) for some value of the Teichmu¨ller parameter T . The propagator is
Gtf−ti(Xf ;Xi) =
∞∫
0
dT Jac(T )(Det ′P̂ †P̂ )
1
2 (Det ∆̂)−13
∫
Dξ e−Scl[Xcl,gˆ(T )]. (5.2)
The measure on Teichmu¨ller space is Jac(T ) given by
Jac(T )open =
(hab|χab)
(hab|hab)1/2
, Jac(T )closed =
(hab|χab)
(V a|V a)1/2(hab|hab)1/2
where hab is the zero mode of Pˆ
†, χab is the symmetric traceless part of gˆab,T and V = ∂/∂σ
is the CKV on the cylinder. Xcl satisfies the wave equation in metric gˆ with boundary
conditionsXξcl|τ=0 = Xi(σ), Xξcl|τ=1 = Xf (σ). The remaining ξ integral is over reparametri-
sations of the boundary data. If we attach reparametrisation invariant functionals Πi[Xi],
Πf [Xf ] to the boundaries of the worldsheet then this integral can be done trivially to give
an (infinite) constant factor, for then∫
D(Xf ,Xi)
∫
Dξ e−Scl[Xcl,gˆ] Πi[Xf ]Πf [Xi]
=
∫
D
(
Xcl|τ=1,Xcl|τ=0
)
e−Scl[Xcl,gˆ] Πf [Xcl|τ=1]Πi[Xcl|τ=0]
∫
Dξ.
(5.3)
The same applies when we sew two worldsheets together, since G itself is reparametrisation
invariant.
Rather than work with reparametrisation invariant functionals it is customary to con-
sider the BRST approach. The metric degrees of freedom are represented by the ghosts
as
(DetP †P )
1
2 =
∫
D(c, b) exp
(∫
d2σ
√
g bab(Pc)
ab +
∫
d2σ
√
g babχ
ab
)
. (5.4)
There is an additional term to the usual ghost action which must be included due to
the presence of a zero mode of P † to make the functional integral non zero. A full FP
treatment fixing the Weyl invariant quantity
√
ggab includes this term automatically, see
[9]. Expanding
bab = b0
hab
(hab|hab)1/2
+ b′ab
where b0 is Grassmann and b
′ is constructed from the non-zero eigenvectors of P † the
integral over b0 is now saturated and reproduces the Teichmu¨ller Jacobian,∫
D(c, b) exp
(− Sgh[b, c]) = (hab|gˆab,T )
(hab|hab)1/2
∫
D(c, b′) e−Sgh[b
′,c].
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The ghosts inherit the Alvarez boundary conditions [10], [11]
naca = 0 on ∂M, natb(Pc)ab = 0 on ∂M. (5.5)
In the conformal gauge, gˆab = diag(1, T
2, the contributions to the propagator integrand
are
Scl[Xcl, gˆ] =
1
4π
∫
∂M
dsXbhdn
a∂aXcl, (5.6)
(Det∆)−1/2 =
{
T−1/2η(T )−1/2 open
T−1/2η(T )−1 closed,
(5.7)
(Det ′P †P )1/2 =
{
T 1/2η(T ) open
T η2(T ) closed,
(5.8)
Jac(T ) =
{
T−1/2 open
T−1 closed,
(5.9)
where the Dedekind eta function is
η(T ) := e−T/12
∞∏
m=1
(1− e−2mT ).
The determinants have been zeta-function regulated and any irrelevant (that is T indepen-
dent) factors have been neglected.
The propagator in the extended state space of the co-ordinates and ghosts should
interpolate between boundary configurations of the ghosts also. To fix the values of c and b
on the Dirichlet (τ = 0, 1) boundaries delta-functionals can be inserted into the integration
[12], giving
(Det ′P †P )1/2
∏
m=1
exp
(
coshmT
sinhmT
(cimb
i
m + c
f
mb
f
m)−
1
sinhmT
(cimb
f
m + c
f
mb
i
m)
)
(5.10)
where bjm, c
j
m are the Fourier modes of the initial, final ghost configurations.
5.1 Corners and sewing for the open string
There is a caveat to these calculations in the case of the open string. We know that the
integrand in (5.1) is independent of the Liouville mode when D + 1 = 26 [13] at least for
worldsheets without boundaries, giving a Weyl invariant string theory. When boundaries
are present, as in our case, there are extra contributions to the Weyl dependence of the
determinants in (5.2).
As an example consider the determinant of the Laplacian. Using the usual heat kernel
regularisation,
δ log Det∆ = −
∫
d2σ
√
g K(σ, σ, τ, τ ; ǫ)δρ(σ), (5.11)
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we know that the variation must have an expansion in powers of the cutoff of form
δ log Det∆ =− 1
24π
∫
d2σ
√
g R δρ− 1
4πǫ
∫
d2σ
√
g δρ
+
∑
i
Ai
1√
ǫ
∫
ds δρ+Bi
∫
ds na∂aδρ+ Ci
∫
ds Kgδρ
+ E
∑
j
δρ(σj) +O(
√
ǫ)
(5.12)
where i runs over the boundaries and j over distinguished points on the manifold where
the boundary conditions change– the corners. The divergent volume and surface terms can
be removed by local counter-terms. What remains is removed by the metric integral when
D + 1 = 26 excluding the contribution from the corners [14], [15]. So even in the critical
dimension, the off-shell propagator is not truly Weyl invariant.
We will need to compute corner anomalies for various determinants. Each corner
contributes equally and independently (for the same change in boundary conditions). Since
the anomaly is a local effect it is insensitive to the global topology of the worldsheet, so we
can work on the simpler geometry of the upper right quadrant with appropriate conditions
on the axes. Since the anomaly only depends on a single value of the Liouville field we can
compute it using a constant δρ.
For the Laplacian the quadrant has Dirichlet conditions on the x-axis and Neumann
on the y-axis. The heat kernel for this geometry is given by the method of images,
K(x, y, x′, y′; ǫ) = K0(x, y, x′, y′; ǫ)−K0(x, y, x′,−y′; ǫ)
+K0(x, y,−x′, y′; ǫ)−K0(x, y,−x′,−y′; ǫ),
(5.13)
where the free space heat kernel for the Laplacian is
K0(x, y, x′, y′; ǫ) = 1
4πǫ
exp
(
− (x− x
′)2 + (y − y′)2
4ǫ
)
. (5.14)
The variation in the determinant with a constant Weyl scaling is, writing down only the
non-zero corner anomaly in the final line,
δ log Det∆ = −δρ
∞∫
0
dxdy K(x, y, x, y; ǫ)
= −δρ
∞∫
0
dxdy
1
4πǫ
− 1
4πǫ
e−y
2/ǫ +
1
4πǫ
e−x
2/ǫ − 1
4πǫ
e−(x
2+y2)/ǫ
=
1
16
δρ+ . . . (5.15)
The corner anomaly is not a sickness of the off-shell theory. It is there to cancel anomalies
generated by the process of sewing worldsheets together or sewing string functionals onto
Dirichlet sections. When we sew two worldsheets M1 and M2 together by integrating
over all possible boundary values of X (the ghosts behave similarly), the classical actions
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combine to give the classical action on the sewn worldsheet. The Gaussian integration
brings down the determinant of na∂a to the power minus one half, computed with the
harmonic extension of the boundary data into the bulk, which sews the determinants
together;
(Det∆)
−1/2
M1 (det∆)
−1/2
M2
∫
DXbhde
− ∫
M1
dsXbhdn
a∂aXcl
e
− ∫
M2
dsXbhdn
a∂aXcl
= (Det∆)
−1/2
M1+M2e
− ∫
M1+M2
dsXbhdn
a∂aXcl .
(5.16)
The anomalous boundaries become a bulk piece of the sewn worldsheet, which has no
privileged structure and so cannot carry the anomaly– how does this come about? The
answer is the determinant of na∂a has its own corner anomaly. The calculation is given in
reference [15] so we will just state
δ log Detna∂a = ∓1
8
δρ− 1
2πǫ
∫
ds δρ (5.17)
where the minus (plus) sign is for Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary conditions at σ = 0, π.
The co-ordinates have Neumann conditions so the anomaly is minus twice that coming
from a single Laplacian, (5.15), ensuring that two worldsheets are sewn without anomaly
in the bulk.
5.2 Sewing worldsheets
The appearance of the corner anomaly has led us naturally to sewing. In this section we
will prove the extension of the gluing property (3.6) to the string propagator as a method
of sewing worldsheets. The details are a little involved, but in the next section we will give
explicit examples.
If we represent the propagator as an amplitude
G(Xf , b
f , cf ;Xi, b
i, ci) =
∞∫
0
dT 〈Xf , bf , cf |e−HT |Xi, bi, ci 〉 (5.18)
then the standard sewing prescription is to integrate over all boundary values of Xµ and
the ghosts shared between two propagators and returns
∞∫
0
dU
∞∫
0
dT 〈Xf , bf , cf |e−H(T+U)|Xi, bi, ci 〉, (5.19)
which is incorrect, since we have a redundant Teichmu¨ller integral which gives an infinite
factor. Carlip showed [16] that by inserting the Hamiltonian acting on the boundary of
one worldsheet, the moduli spaces are correctly sewn. This can be seen from (5.18); the
Hamiltonian is the derivative of the integrand with respect to the Teichmu¨ller parameter, so
this reduces one propagator to a delta functional2. Sewing this onto the second propagator
trivially produces the desired result.
2Strictly speaking this is only true for a positive definite Hamiltonian, so for the bosonic string there is
the tachyon divergence to be taken care of.
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However, this method is inappropriate for our means. In the Schro¨dinger representation
we are interested in evolving states between successive times so the propagator is calculated
with the particular boundary conditions X0 = constant and we do not integrate over X0
when sewing, just as in the field theory case. This would leave behind one Laplacian
determinant from each worldsheet, so there is something more going on. However, we have
not yet considered the metric. Taking the Alvarez boundary conditions in the conformal
gauge, a basis of reparametrisations ξa = (ξσ, ξτ ) on the strip (with metric as given earlier,
so τ ∈ [0, 1] and σ ∈ (0, π) is given by
ξ1nm = Nm
(
cos(mπτ) sin(nσ)
0
)
, ξ2nm = Nm
(
0
sin(nπτ) cos(mσ)
)
(5.20)
with normalisation Nm = 2
1−12 δm=0/
√
Tπ. The reparametrisations split into orthogonal
pieces, with the set {ξ2} obeying
naξ2a = t
aξ2a = ∂σξ
2
σ = 0
on the Dirichlet boundaries – only half of all reparametrisations couple to the boundary. If
we were to compute the propagator with conditions on the metric fixing gσσ , much as we
do for the co-ordinates, then to sew two propagators together we would integrate over all
values of the boundary metric which would sew together only half of the determinant of
P †P . Since (DetP †P )1/2 cancels two copies of (Det∆)−1/2, this would leave a determinant
behind to cancel that from X0.
That there should exist a method of sewing worldsheets appropriate to our needs may
not be immediately obvious because of the extended nature of the string, but performing
a similar trick to (3.4) gives a strong indication; insert one into the functional integral
defining the propagator,
G0(Xf ;Xi) =
∫
D(X, g)
[
1 =
∫
DC J(C,X0)δ
(
X0(σ,C(σ)) − t) ]e−SE(X,g) (5.21)
where the new integral is over curves C on the worldsheet. For tf > t > ti the delta
functional has support on the worldsheet, and the Jacobian is∏
σ
X˙0(σ,CX(σ)) (5.22)
where CX is the curve on which X
0(σ,CX(σ)) = t. We will now describe how this can be
implemented to generalise (4.25). The relation to Carlip’s method will be apparent at the
end of the section. The proof is in three stages.
1. We introduce a change of variables in the ghost sector allowing us to realise the
discussion following (5.20).
2. We show that when integrating over the boundary data, the ghosts cancel the un-
wanted effects of not integrating over X0. This combines the integrands of the prop-
agators into the standard ”sewn” form, as in (5.19).
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3. We insert a time derivative between the propagators being sewn and, similarly to
Carlip’s method, use it to remove the extra Teichmu¨ller parameter and contract one
propagator to a delta functional, integrating over which returns the sewn propagator.
1. Ghosts
The role of the ghosts in string theory is to cancel the undesirable effects of including
the X0 oscillators. They will do the same thing for us here, although to a different end.
Starting with the standard b− c system,
(Det ′P †P )1/2 =
∫
D(ca, b′ab) exp
(
−
∫
d2σ
√
g b′abP (c)ab
)
we change variables b′ = Pγ and pick up a Jacobian (DetP †P )−1/2, which we can represent
as a bosonic vector integral. Our new ghost system is therefore
(Det ′P †P )1/2 =
∫
D(ca, γa, fa) exp
(
−1
2
∫
d2σ
√
g (Pf)ab(Pf)
ab
)
× exp
(
− 1
2
∫
d2σ
√
g (Pγ)ab(Pc)
ab
)
.
(5.23)
We have included a factor of one half in front of the new action purely for convenience
later. On the strip (cylinder) the operator P is not invertible, but this should not worry us
here since we are merely changing the representation of Det ′P †P , and the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of bab and Pγab are in one to one correspondence [10]. However, this change of
variable will have an interesting effect on the BRST transformation, as we will see.
The propagator in the extended state space is the transition amplitude between ar-
bitrary values of Xµ, cσ, γσ, fσ. The ghost integrals are done by expanding around a
classical solution satisfying P †P = 0. The τ–components of the fields, corresponding to
the set of reparametrisations {ξ2} discussed earlier, are integrated out. For the open string,
the classical ghost fields obey
Jσcl(σ, 0) =
∑
m=1
J im sin(mσ)
√
2
π
, Jσcl(σ, 1) =
∑
m=1
Jfm sin(mσ)
√
2
π
Jτcl ≡ 0
where the field J ∈ {f, c, γ}. The quantum fields obey
naδJa = t
aδJa = 0 on Dirichlet boundaries,
naδJa = n
atbP (δJ)ab = 0 on Neumann boundaries. (5.24)
For the closed string the change of variables is only well defined up to shifts proportional
to the CKV, Ja → Ja + λV a for Ja ∈ {ca, γa, fa}, so we choose (J |V ) = 0 which removes
the c.o.m. from the classical pieces.
With these boundary conditions the actions separate into a quantum piece giving the
determinants, ∫
d2σ
√
g δγa (P
†Pδc)a +
∫
d2σ
√
g δfa (P
†Pδf)a, (5.25)
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and a classical action ∫
ds γσcl (Pccl)στ +
∫
ds fσcl (Pfcl)στ (5.26)
evaluated at τ = 0, 1. With the given boundary conditions the classical action reduces to
that for a single free boson and a pair of free Grassmann fields,
π∫
0
ds γσcl ∂τcσcl +
π∫
0
ds fσcl ∂τfσcl (5.27)
The exponent in the Grassmann part is easily verified to give (5.10) with bm → γm.
2. Integrating over boundary data
We can write the propagator as the amplitude
Gtf−ti(Bf ;Bi) =
∞∫
0
dT 〈 tf |e−H0T | ti 〉〈Bf |e−HT |Bi 〉 (5.28)
where the states 〈 t | are ordinary quantum mechanical states for the time variable and
〈B | represents boundary data for X, cσ, γσ, fσ, the X0 oscillators (equal to zero), and the
conditions on the ghost τ components. The worldsheet Hamiltonian is
H = H0 +H (5.29)
with H0 = − ∂2∂t2 and H the Hamiltonian for all remaining degrees of freedom. Explicitly,
〈 tf |e−HT | ti 〉 = 1√
T
e−(tf−ti)
2/4πα′T ,
〈Bf |e−HT |Bi 〉 = 1
T 12
e−Scl[B]f(T )−24
(5.30)
where Scl is the classical action for X and the ghost action (5.10) with bm → γm. The
contribution from X0 not included in the first inner product above (f(T )−1/2 open, f(T )−1
closed) precisely cancels against the τ contribution from the ghosts and the Teichmu¨ller
Jacobians. It is a simple matter to check that when we integrate over the remaining
boundary data shared by two propagators with Teichmu¨ller parameters T and U we get
back the amplitude for the remaining boundary data with Teichmu¨ller parameter T + U–
the new ghosts have made this integration into a resolution of the identity,∫
DB 〈Bf |e−HT |B 〉〈B |e−HU |Bi 〉 = 〈Bf |e−H(T+U)|Bi 〉. (5.31)
3. Sewing with the time derivative
Now insert the time derivative, just as in the particle case, between the two propagators,
and integrate over the boundary data as we have described to obtain
∞∫
0
dTdU 〈 tf |e−H0T | t 〉
←→
∂
∂t
〈 t |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |e−H(T+U)|Bi 〉. (5.32)
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Write the time derivative by a double derivative and an integral,
−
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dT
∞∫
0
dU 〈 tf |e−H0T | t˜ 〉
←→
∂2
∂t˜2
〈 t˜ |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |e−H(T+U)|Bi 〉.
Using the definition (5.29) this is
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dT
∞∫
0
dU
(
∂
∂U
− ∂
∂T
){
〈 tf |e−H0T | t˜ 〉〈 t˜ |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |e−H(T+U)|Bi 〉
}
+
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dT
∞∫
0
dU〈 tf |e−H0T | t˜ 〉〈 t˜ |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |He−H(T+U)|Bi 〉
−
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dT
∞∫
0
dU〈 tf |e−H0T | t˜ 〉〈 t˜ |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |He−H(T+U)|Bi 〉.
The final two terms cancel. In the above we see the similarity to Carlip’s result. We can
do the integral over one Teichmu¨ller parameter,
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dU δ
(
tf − t˜
) 〈 t˜ |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |e−HU |Bi 〉
−
∞∫
t
dt˜
∞∫
0
dT δ
(
t˜− ti
) 〈 tf |e−H0T | t˜ 〉〈Bf |e−HT |Bi 〉,
and for tf > t > ti the t˜ integral has support on only one delta function, giving
∞∫
0
dU 〈 tf |e−H0U | ti 〉〈Bf |e−HU |Bi 〉 ≡
∞∫
0
dU 〈Bf , tf |e−HU |Bi, ti 〉,
recovering the propagator. Overall, we have shown that the Euclidean generalisation of
(3.6) holds in string theory as∫
DB Gt2−t(B2;B)
←→
∂
∂t
Gt−t1(B;B1) = Gt2−t1(B2;B1), t2 > t > t1. (5.33)
We close this section with some explicit examples of sewing worldsheets.
5.3 Pointlike states and light cone gauge
The simplest example is for pointlike initial and final co-ordinate states and vanishing ghost
states cm = γm = 0. In this case the integral over boundary data as we have described
returns
∞∫
0
d(T,U)
1√
T
e−(tf−t)
2/4T
(←→
∂
∂t
)
1√
U
e−(t−ti)
2/4U
× 1
(T + U)25/2
e−(xf−xi)
2/4(T+U)eT+U
∏
m=1
(1− e−2m(T+U))−12.
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The final product is the correct determinant appearing in the propagator with Teichmu¨ller
parameter T + U . Expanding this product out gives
∑
m
ηm
∞∫
0
d(T,U)
1√
T
e−(tf−t)
2/4T
(←→
∂
∂t
)
1√
U
e−(t−ti)
2/4U
× 1
(T + U)25/2
e−(xf−xi)
2/4(T+U)e−(2m−1)T+U
where the ηm are constants. Comparing with (4.24) this is a sum over masses of the particle
gluing result, which we have already proven.
Two propagators can be explicitly glued together in the light cone gauge (see for
example [17], [18]). The propagator for positive, Wick-rotated x+ is
G(δx+, δx−, δX) =
∞∫
0
dp
2p
e−ipδx
−
(
p
2πδx+
)12
e−pδx
2/2δx++δx+/p
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mδx+/p)−12 exp( −2m
sinh(δx+/p)
[
(Xfm
2
+Xfm
2
) cosh(δx+/p)− 2Xfm ·Xim
])
(5.34)
Despite the lengthy expression it is a simple matter to check that
∫
d24Xdx− G(x±f ,X
f ;x±,X)
(
− 2i ∂
∂x−
)
G(x±,X;x±i ,Xi)
= G(x±f ,Xf ;x
±
i ,Xi) if x
+
f > x
+ > x+i (5.35)
= GI(x
±
f ,Xf ;x
±
i ,Xi) if x
+
f , x
+
i > x
+ (5.36)
and GI is the propagator from one point to the reflection of another in the plane at time
δx+. The insertion required is different to the conformal gauge case but should be expected
since in the light cone gauge −i∂/∂x− = π− = x˙+.
5.4 Discussion
This factorisation of the ghosts may seem ad-hoc but in fact it follows from the gauge
choice P †gˆ (g)
a = 0 which is equivalent to the usual gauge fixing gab ∝ gˆab. We discuss this
and the BRST symmetry in section 7.
The sewing we have given may seem surprising given the extended nature of the string.
Fortunately, the open string affords us a check on our method- we can verify that the corner
anomalies correctly cancel between the determinants of (Det ′P †P )1/4 and (Det∆)−1/2
when we sew. The variation under an infinitesimal Weyl transformation of (Det ′P †P ) is
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[10]
δ log DetP †P = −
∞∫
ǫ
ds
s
Tr
[
δ e−sP
†P
]
=
∞∫
ǫ
dsTr
[
(−2P †δρP + P †Pδρ)e−sP †P ]
=
∞∫
ǫ
dsTr
[
(−2δρPP †e−sPP † + δρP †P )e−sP †P ]
= −2Tr[ δρe−ǫPP † ]+Tr[ δρe−ǫP †P ].
We have used the cyclicity of the trace in going from the second to the third line. However
we know that we can calculate the corner anomaly with a constant δρ in which case the
above becomes
δ log DetP †P = −δρTr[ e−ǫP †P ]. (5.37)
It is for this reason that the corner anomalies calculated in [14] appear to be incorrect.
For the ghost τ–components the non-zero contribution to the heat kernel for P † P on the
upper right quadrant is, by the method of images,
Kττ = 1
8πǫ
− 1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
(σ2+τ2) − 1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
σ2 +
1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
τ2
contributing
δ log(Det ′P †P )1/2 =
1
2
1
16
δρ+ . . . (5.38)
This part of the determinant, along with (Det∆)−1/2, is not sewn, and the corner anomaly
is minus that from a single boson, so this piece cancels the corner anomaly from the X0
determinant. For the σ components the heat kernel is
Kσσ = 1
8πǫ
+
1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
(σ2+τ2) − 1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
σ2 − 1
8πǫ
e−
1
2ǫ
τ2 .
The corner contribution is therefore
δ log(Det ′P †P )1/2 = −1
2
1
16
δρ+ . . . (5.39)
As we have seen the classical action for the σ components involves na∂a, so we know from
the Dirichlet case in (5.17) that this part of the determinant sews without anomaly in the
bulk.
5.5 Reconstructing the vacuum functional
The sewing rule (5.33) confirms that despite the extended nature of the string a Schro¨dinger
representation makes sense for string field theory, and we can carry over the (Euclidean
continuation of the) diagrammatic arguments of Section 3 to free string field theory.
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The next step is to include interactions. Although our free theory has a local time
co-ordinate, there is no reason to expect that the interaction should be local in this time
[19]. In this case the functional description of, for example, the vacuum as a large time
integral fails, as it attempts to describe the vacuum by a sum over field histories on the
half space X0 < 0 but through a non-local interaction the field couples to itself at arbitrary
times.
The reconstructive method used in Section 4 may be adapted, however, since first
quantised string theory generates its own loop expansion through the sum over topologies.
Rather than pick an interaction vertex as we did in Section 4 we will again use the first
quantised theory to construct the a second quantised objects: the interacting string field
vacuum functional. We will find that it differs only slightly from the ‘expected’ functional
description.
To begin, the free field Euclidean vacuum functional can be written (suppressing the
~ dependence)
	
free
0
[℄ = exp

1
4


0

, (5.40)
using the string equivalent of (4.27). φ here is the string field. The double line is the string
field propagator. Our arguments are based in the Schro¨dinger representation which treats
all spatial arguments in the same way as covariant methods. Therefore we may choose the
interaction to be local or non-local in the spacial or ghost co-ordinates without affecting
the results. Accordingly we will suppress the spatial dependencies of functionals whenever
possible from here on, and abbreviate our representation of the free string field propagator
to
GB(0; tj) := G(tj ,Bj ; 0,B),
GB(tj ; 0)φB :=
∫
DB G(tj ,Bj ; 0,B)φ[B].
Now suppose the three field expectation value is given by some functional of three strings,
T3[B1, t1;B2, t2;B3, t3], evaluated at ti = 0 as in (5.41), which would be represented by the
diagram
time = 0
B
1
B
2
B
3
. (5.41)
We abbreviate this to T3[0, 0, 0]. This functional could be computed in first quantisation
with the Polyakov integral on a disk with marked sections on the boundary. We propose
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the lowest order expansion of the vacuum functional,

 
 
0
	
0
[℄ = 	
free
0
[℄

1 +
1
3!

. (5.42)
where Γ is an unknown. The three field vacuum expectation is
〈φˆ[B1, 0]φˆ[B2, 0]φˆ[B3, 0]〉 =
∫
Dφ φ[B1, 0]φ[B2, 0]φ[B3, 0]Ψ
2
0[φ]
which implies
0
B
1
()
B
1
()
B
2
() B
3
()
B
2
() B
3
()
0
= 2
 
(5.43)
where the diagram on the left will represent T3[0, 0, 0] for simplicity. As in (4.6) we invert
the equal time propagators on the right hand side of (5.43). We find the first order cubic
term in the vacuum state functional is
B
1
() B
2
() B
3
()
0
 
1
2
(5.44)
Our gluing rules give us the result of joining propagators when each end lies on a constant
time surface, but this does not suffice to sew more general surfaces together. In [16] it was
shown that to correctly sew the moduli spaces of two worldsheets the inverse propagator
(first quantised Hamiltonian) should be attached to one of the boundaries being sewn, and
then the field arguments should be integrated over. This removes a divergent integral over
a redundant moduli parameter and gives the correct moduli space for the sewn worldsheets.
Using the simple identity
f(0) =
∫
ds f(s)δ(s) =
∫
dsdq f(s)G−1(s, q)G(q, 0). (5.45)
we can write the expectation value as
T3[0, 0, 0] =
∫ 3∏
j=1
dt′jdtj T3
[
t′1, t
′
2, t
′
3
] 3∏
i=1
G−1(t′i, ti)G(ti, 0) (5.46)
Attaching the inverse of the equal time propagator to the left hand side of (5.43) has the
effect of differentiating the propagators at the boundary t = 0,∫
DB G(t,B2; 0,B)G(B,
•
0;B1,
•
0) = sign(t)G(t,B2;
•
0,B1) = G(|t|,B2;
•
0,B1). (5.47)
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where the bullet is the time derivative with factor −2 as before, and we find that the
vacuum functional is
Ψ0[φ] = Ψ
free
0 [φ]
(
1− 1
2.3!
∫ 3∏
j=1
dt′jdtj T3
[
t′1, t
′
2, t
′
3
] 3∏
i=1
G−1(t′i, ti)φB ·GB(|tk|;
•
0)
)
. (5.48)
In our case the inverse propagator is that part of the first quantised string theory Hamil-
tonian H which depends on B and t. We can represent the vacuum functional by
0
  
H H
jt
1
j jt
2
j jt
3
j

	
0
[℄ = 	
free
0
[℄

1 
1
2:3!
H
t
1
t
2
t
3
(5.49)
where we have written H in place of the inverse propagators for clarity. The tree level
n–field terms in the vacuum functional can be constructed from the tree level n–field
expectation value in the same way. The first loop term in the vacuum functional is the
tadpole. We introduce another unknown µ into the vacuum functional,
Ψ0[φ] = Ψ
free
0 [φ]
(
1 +
λ
3!~
Γφφφ+ µφ
)
and calculate
〈φˆ[B, 0]〉 =
∫
Dφ φ[B]Ψ20[φ]. (5.50)
If we put the factors of ~ back in we find that the tadpole receives contributions from both
µ and Γ. The new unknown µ must cancel the unwanted contributions from Γ and leave
only the tadpole. We perform the functional integral and invert the equal time propagators
as before to identify µ as
0
H
t

jtj
 
1
2
+
1
2
0

t
1
t
2
t
3
H H H
jt
1
j jt
2
j jt
3
j
, (5.51)
where the first term generates the tadpole and the second cancels the contribution from Γ
when we perform the integration in (5.50). Explicitly, if the three field expectation value
is T3 and the tadpole is R1 then we have found that the fist terms of the vacuum state
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functional are
Ψ0[φ] = Ψ
free
0 [φ]
(
1− 1
2.3!
∫ 3∏
j=1
dt′jdtj T3
[
t′1, t
′
2, t
′
3
] 3∏
i=1
G−1(t′i, ti)φB ·GB(|tk|;
•
0)
− 1
2
∫
dt′R1[t′]G−1(t′; t)G(|t|;
•
0; )φ
+
1
2
∫ 3∏
j=1
dt′jdtj T3
[
t′1,t
′
2, t
′
3
]
G−1(t′1, t1)GB(|t1|;
•
0)φBG(t2; t3)
3∏
i=2
G−1(t′i, ti)G(|ti|;
•
0)
)
(5.52)
The series is very similar to that found for local field theory, and we can continue these
arguments to higher order in perturbation theory. We point out that this construction
applies to both open and closed strings, whereas other approaches to closed string field
theory are usually more complex than their open counterparts.
Rather than start with an action and try to derive amplitudes we began with the first
quantised theory and used it to construct a second quantised object. We used Carlip’s
sewing methods together with our own to give the correct measures on moduli space when
sewing worldsheets. Unlike in other string field theories our time co-ordinate is a time at
which the whole spatially extended string (with ghosts) exists. This seems to work around
the problems of, for example, quantising Witten’s theory. There, time is normally taken to
be the midpoint of X0(σ) but the string remains extended in time and there are difficulties
with quantisation without going to the light cone [3].
6. The string field Schro¨dinger functional and T-duality
In this section we return to the field momentum representation, where the free Schro¨dinger
functional is


i
0

i
+
tt

f

i
 
1
2
0
t

f
0

f
S[
f
; t; 
i
; 0℄ = N
S
exp

 
1
2
(6.1)
for momentum string fields Π[X, Jσ ], and the double dashed represents the orbifolded prop-
agator for either the open or closed string. The normalisation constant will be discussed
shortly. The orbifold leads naturally to the question of what roˆle T-duality plays. We
now show that T-duality exchanges the states attached to the Schro¨dinger functional with
backgrounds in the dual picture, and vice versa.
6.1 Closed strings
The closed string Schro¨dinger functional is T-dual to the loop diagrams appearing in the
normalisation of the open string Schro¨dinger functional. We set t = πR, making the
orbifold radius explicit, and use Poisson resummation and a change in modular parameter
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to convert the closed propagators into open loops so that, in an obvious notation, the
Schro¨dinger functional becomes
log Sclosed = −1
2
∑
n even
ΠfGπRnΠf +
∑
n odd
ΠfGπRnΠi − 1
2
∑
n even
ΠiGπRnΠi
= −1
2
∑
n even
ΠfGπR˜nΠf +
∑
n even
ΠiGπR˜ne
inπ/2Πf − 1
2
∑
n even
ΠiGπR˜nΠi
(6.2)
where the sums impose the Neumann boundary conditions on the propagators, R˜ = α′/R
and G in the second line is an open string contribution. The new exponent in the second
line comes from the Poisson resummation,∑
n∈Z
e−πan
2+2πinb =
1√
a
∑
m∈Z
e−
π
a
(m+b)2
(6.3)
The fields originally glued onto the Dirichlet sections of the closed string propagator become
an averaging over backgrounds, characterised by Πi and Πf , coupling to the ends of the
open string. These backgrounds, as they must be, are the same at each end of the string,
for we can write the above as
log Sclosed = −1
2
∑
n even
(
Πi − eiA
∫
dX0Πf
)
GπR˜n
(
Πi − eiA
∫
dX0Πf
)
(6.4)
with Wilson line value A = (2R˜)−1. Let us give an explicit example. We will focus on the
co-ordinates. Consider the reparametrisation invariant boundary states
Π i,f [X] = δ
p(X(σ)− q i,f ) (6.5)
for q i,f constant p-vectors. These are pointlike states in p directions and Neumann states
in 25− p directions, 0 ≤ p ≤ 25. The closed string Schro¨dinger functional is
log Sclosed =−Vol25−p
∞∫
0
dT
T
p+1
2
e2T
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−24 ∑
n even
e−
π2R2
2α′T
n2
+Vol25−p
∞∫
0
dT
T
p+1
2
e−
δq2
2α′T
+2T
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−24 ∑
n odd
e−
π2R2
2α′T
n2
(6.6)
with δq = qf − qi. Since the open string runs from σ = 0 . . . π and the closed string from
σ = 0 . . . 2π we must scale the closed string worldsheet to interpret (6.6) as an open loop.
We include this in a change of modular parameter U := 2π2/T . After this and the Poisson
resummation we find
log Sclosed = −Vol25−p
∞∫
0
dU
U
1
U
26−p
2
eU
∏
m=1
(1− e−mU )−24
×
∑
n even
e−
π2R˜2
4α′U
n2
(
1− e inπ2 e− δq
2U
4πα′
)
.
(6.7)
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Now consider an open string loop. The measure on Teichmu¨ller space is dU/U (this can
be viewed as giving the logarithm of the trace of the worldsheet propagator). If the string
has Neumann conditions at its endpoints in 26− p directions (including X0) and Dirichlet
conditions in p directions, as for a string on a D(25− p)-brane then the trace over X gives
the eta function and the factor (U−1/2Vol)(25−p) from the 25−p zero modes. The sum and
remaining factor of U−1/2 come from the trace over X0 in the co-ordinate representation.
We arrive at (6.7), if the term in large brackets represents an averaging over backgrounds
of Wilson lines and D(25 − p)-branes of separation δq.
6.2 Open strings
We interpret the open string duality as taking us from one Schro¨dinger functional to another
with an exchange of boundary states and backgrounds. Poisson resummation implies(
πR2
α′T
)1/2 ∑
n even
e−
π2R2
4α′T
n2 =
∑
n odd
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2 +
∑
n even
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2
(
πR2
α′T
)1/2 ∑
n odd
e−
π2R2
4α′T
n2 = −
∑
n odd
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2 +
∑
n even
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2
(6.8)
where the dual radius is now R = 2α′/R. Following a modular transformation S :=
π2/T these are the sums in the open string Schro¨dinger functional. Again the states now
represent an averaging over backgrounds. The new momentum states are characterised
by the original Neumann condition on the open string ends. The open string Schro¨dinger
functional becomes
log Sopen = −1
2
∑
n even
(Πi −Πf )GnπR(Πi −Πf )−
1
2
∑
n odd
(Πi +Πf )GnπR(Πi +Πf ) (6.9)
To interpret this as strings moving in a single background we can introduce a Wilson line,
Πi − eiA
∫
dX0Πf , with value A = (R)
−1.
Explicit examples are difficult to construct for two reasons: potential difficulties in
finding reparametrisation invariant or BRST invariant states, and keeping track of the
corner anomaly in the states and backgrounds. A simple example of a state independent
of parameterisation would seem to be a string collapsed to a point, as we used for the
closed string previously. The closed string invariant states are more commonly known
as boundary states [20] arising via closed string channel descriptions of open string loop
amplitudes [21]. They are characterised by the condition
Ln − L¯−n = 0 ∀n ∈ Z (6.10)
(at worldsheet τ = 0 for simplicity). The pointlike, or localised, state is given by
|D; q 〉 = exp
(∑
n=1
1
n
α−n · α˜−n
)
| q 〉, Xˆµ(σ, 0)|D; q 〉 = qµ|D; q 〉
and the state | q 〉 is an eigenstate of the c.o.m. of the co-ordinate Xµ. By writing the
Virasoro generators in terms of the oscillator modes αn it is easy to check that this state
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satisfies (6.10). The corresponding generators for the open string are usually taken to
be Ln − L−n. This was derived in [22] by inserting the mode expansion for Xµ into the
functional expression for the generators Mn of reparametrisations,
Mn :=
√
2
π
π∫
0
dσ sin(nσ)X ′(σ)
δ
δX(σ)
. (6.11)
Since this is an operator expression the authors chose to normal–order the result. It is
however already well defined – normal ordering unreasonably removes a finite constant.
The generators are in fact
Mn =
1√
2π
(
Ln − L−n + nd
4
δn/2∈Z
)
(6.12)
in d dimensions. Consistency can be checked in that the Neumann state |N 〉 obeying
πˆ(σ)|N 〉 = 0 is killed by Mn ∀n, as is appropriate from (6.11). The pointlike open string
state |D 〉 obeys
|D; q 〉open = exp
(∑
n=1
1
2n
α−nα−n
)
| q 〉,(
Ln − L−n − nd
4
δn/2∈Z
)
|D; q 〉 = 0.
(6.13)
The eigenvalue has the wrong sign to be a solution. Similar observations have been made
before in the consideration of pointlike states, for example [23]. However, the state is
indeed independent of the co-ordinate σ,
∂σXˆ(σ, 0)|D; q 〉 = 0,
and the state wave functional 〈X |D; q〉 is reparametrisation invariant – it is a delta func-
tional,
〈X |D; q〉 = δ (X(σ) − q) =
∫
Dλµ exp
(∫
dσ
√
g λµ(Xµ − qµ)
)
, (6.14)
with reparametrisation invariant measure (λ, λ) =
∫
d2ξ
√
gλµλ
µ. There is a mismatch
between the functional and Hilbert space approaches. In the latter the integral over the
metric has been performed and so the meaning of a reparametrisation is unclear, to which
we attribute the discrepancy. There are further contributions to the reparametrisation
generators from quantum effects, which we discuss in the next section.
Let us give an example of the open string duality based on the pointlike and Neu-
mann states. Take the states attached to the Schro¨dinger functional to be the open string
equivalent of (6.5). The logarithm of the Schro¨dinger functional is given by
log S
Vol25−p
= −
∞∫
0
dT
T
p+1
2
∑
n even
e−
π2R2
4α′T
n2+T
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−12
+
∞∫
0
dT
T
p+1
2
e−
(xf−xi)
2
4α′T
∑
n odd
e−
π2R2
4α′T
n2+T
∏
m=1
(1− e−2mT )−12
(6.15)
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where Vol is the volume of space generated from attaching the 25 − p Neumann states.
Following the Poisson resummations in (6.8) the logarithm of the Schro¨dinger functional
becomes
log S
V ol25−p
= −
∞∫
0
dT
T p/2
∑
n even
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2+T
(
1 + e−
(xf−xi)
2
4α′T
) ∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−12
+
∞∫
0
dT
T p/2
∑
n odd
e−
R˜2T
4α′
n2+T
(
− 1− e−
(xf−xi)
2
4α′T
) ∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−12
(6.16)
The terms inside the large brackets represent the new background for the string. As with
the closed string, we could now perform a change of variable U = π2/T which would give
us back the sums and determinants of (6.15). First, we can interpret the above expression
in terms of a Schro¨dinger functional constructed in a different gauge. Choosing our gauge
fixed worldsheet metric to be g˜ = diag(T 2, 1) amounts to rotating the worldsheet by 90◦
so that T represents the length of the string (the co-ordinate ranges are reversed σ ∈ [0, 1],
τ ∈ [0, π]). The X0 contributions to the Schro¨dinger functional in this gauge are
eT/24
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−1/2 ∑ e− R˜2T4α′ n2 .
A co-ordinate with Neumann conditions on its endpoints attached to Neumann states gives
Vol eT/24
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−1/2
and a co-ordinate with Dirichlet conditions on its endpoints attached to a Neumann state
gives
1
T 1/2
eT/24
∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mT )−1/2
in addition to any contribution from the background it couples to. We conclude that
(6.16) is the Schro¨dinger functional for a string in this gauge, with initial and final field
momentum Neumann states Π = 1, with an averaging over backgrounds of D(25-p)-branes
and Wilson lines.
We might expect to see a description of the same system if we perform the change of
variables on the Teichmu¨ller parameter. Doing this gives us
log S
V ol25−p
= −
∞∫
0
dU
U
26−p
2
U5
∑
n even
e−
R˜2π2
4α′U
n2+U
(
1 + e−
U(xf−xi)
2
4α′π2
) ∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mU)−12
+
∞∫
0
dU
U
26−p
2
U5
∑
n odd
e−
R˜2π2
4α′U
n2+U
(
− 1− e−
U(xf−xi)
2
4α′π2
) ∏
m=1
(
1− e−2mU)−12
(6.17)
There is an additional factor of U5 in both terms to the ‘expected’ result. However, we have
not been careful with the corner anomaly. The change of Teichmu¨ller parameter T → π2/T
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corresponds to a scaling of the metric. If we put the parameter dependence into the metric
(so gˆσσ → π2 then the change of variable corresponds to the scaling
gab =
(
π2 0
0 T 2
)
→
(
π4/T 2 0
0 π2
)
=
π2
T 2
(
π2 0
0 T 2
)
. (6.18)
This is a constant Weyl scaling with Liouville mode ρ = 2 log(π2/T ). The logarithms of
the various determinants in the Polyakov integral depend linearly on ρ at the corners, so
a scaling must produce powers of T in the propagator. Joining states and background
contributions produces the same effect, thus the additional factors in (6.17).
7. Gauge fixing and BRST
The factorisation of the ghosts we have used may seem ad-hoc but follows from a choice of
gauge equivalent to the usual choice
√
ggab =
√
gˆgˆab(T ). We begin this section by showing
this with Faddeev Popov gauge fixing and then investigate the BRST symmetry.
Our gauge fixing conditions are∫
d2σ
√
g gabhˆab ≡ (hˆab|gab) = 0, (7.1)
Pˆ †
(√
ggrs√
gˆ
)a
= 0. (7.2)
These conditions are equivalent to the usual choice
√
ggab =
√
gˆgˆab(T ) as we now show. A
variation of the metric can be decomposed into a Weyl scaling, a reparametrisation and a
modular transformation as
δgab = δρ gab +∇(aδξb) + δT gab,T , (7.3)
=⇒ δ(√ggab) = −√gP (δξ)ab +√g δT χab (7.4)
where χab is the traceless symmetric part of gab,T . The first constraint above implies
δT (hˆab|χˆab) = 0 =⇒ δT = 0 (7.5)
since the inner product is not zero. The second constraint gives
Pˆ †Pˆ δξa = 0 =⇒ δξa = 0 (7.6)
by the boundary conditions on δξa (for the closed string we take δξa to be orthogonal to
the CKV to get a good co-ordinate system). Inserting into (7.4) we have
δ(
√
gˆgˆab) = 0 =⇒ √ggab =
√
gˆgˆab(T ) (7.7)
as claimed. We now compute the Faddeev-Popov determinant. Define the determinant
∆FP by
1 =
∫
Dζ
∫
dT ∆FP(g, T )δ
[
(hˆab | gab)ζ
] 2∏
a=1
δ
[
Pˆ †
(√
ggrs√
gˆ
)a ]ζ
(7.8)
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whereDζ is the measure on the diff×Weyl group. This and ∆FP are invariant under the
action of ζ. Suppose that given g the constraints have a solution ζ = ρξ and T . Expanding
about this solution gives
1 =
∫
D(δρ, δξ)
∫
dδT ∆FP δ
[
δT (hˆab | χˆab)
]
δ
[
Pˆ †Pˆ δξa
]
. (7.9)
We can integrate out the Teichmu¨ller parameter and represent the delta functional by an
integral over a vector Lagrange multiplier λa,
1 = ∆FP(gˆ)(hˆ | gˆ(T )ab,T )−1
∫
D(δρ, δξ, λ) exp
(∫
d2σ
√
gˆ λaPˆ †Pˆ δξa
)
. (7.10)
In the critical dimension the integral over the Liouville mode δρ contributes a volume (if
we cancel the corner anomalies). As usual we invert the expression for ∆FP by replacing
bosonic with Grassmann variables. Following this and an integration by parts we have
∆FP (gˆ) =
(
hˆ | gˆab,T (T )
) ∫
D(γ, c) exp
(∫
d2σ
√
gˆ P (γ)abPˆ (c)ab
)
. (7.11)
where γa, ca are Grassmann vectors obeying the Alvarez boundary conditions. We now
wish to insert our expression for “1” into the Polyakov integral and carry out the integration
over the metric. Since we known our gauge choice is equivalent to the usual choice we have
two expressions for “1”,
1 =
∫
Dζ
∫
dT ∆0FPδ(
√
gg −
√
gˆgˆ) =
∫
Dζ
∫
dT ∆FP(g, T )δ
[
(hˆab | gab)
]
δ
[
Pˆ †
(√
ggrs√
gˆ
)]
(7.12)
where ∆0FP is the standard b-c determinant. By changing variables b
⊥ = Pγ in the expres-
sion for the FP determinants where b⊥ is orthogonal to the zero mode of Pˆ † we find
∆0FP = Det
′(Pˆ †Pˆ )−1/2∆FP (7.13)
and we can carry out the integration over g in our functional integral using the usual,
single, delta function,∫
Dg
1
Vol diff×Weyl =
∫
dT (hˆab|χˆab)
(
Det ′Pˆ †Pˆ
)−1/2 ∫
D(γ, c)e
∫
Pˆ γ·Pˆ cab . (7.14)
7.1 BRST invariance
The BRST action for our constraints is, setting α′ = 1/2π,
SBRST =
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
ggab∂aX∂bX +
1
2
δQ
[ ∫
d2σ
√
gˆ Pˆ †
(√
g√
gˆ
grs
)a
gˆabγ
b
]
+
1
2
δQ
[
Γ
∫
d2σ
√
ggabhˆab
] (7.15)
where γa(σ, τ) and Γ are antighosts and the nilpotent BRST transformations are
δQX = c
a∂a,X
δQ
√
ggab = −√gP (c)ab,
δQγ
a = Ba, δQB
a = 0,
δQΓ = B, δQB = 0.
(7.16)
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Inserting these transformations into the action above we find, after an integration by parts,
SBRST =
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
ggab∂aX∂bX +
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
g
(
Pˆ (γ)ab + Γhˆab
)
P (c)ab
+
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
g gab
(
Pˆ (B)ab +Bhˆab
)
.
(7.17)
Integrating over the Lagrange multipliers in the final term imposes the gauge fixing con-
straints (7.1). To find the BRST transformations which result after this integration we
should solve the equations of motion of gab. Notice that the first two terms in SBRST have
exactly the g dependence of the standard string action,
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
ggab∂aX∂bX +
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
g babP (c)
ab
with bab replaced by Pˆ γ + Γhˆ. The equations of motion for g therefore imply
2Tab = −Pˆ (B)a − hˆabB = −δQ
(
Pˆ (γ)a + hˆabΓ
)
(7.18)
where T is the usual energy momentum tensor of the string with bab = Pˆ (γ)ab+Γhˆab. The
variations of γ and Γ can be disentangled by multiplying both sides by hˆab, since Pˆ (γ) is
orthogonal to hˆ. However, after imposing the constraints any dependence on hˆab vanishes
from the action, which becomes
SBRST =
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
gˆgˆab∂aX∂bX +
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
gˆ Pˆ (γ)abPˆ (c)
ab. (7.19)
The BRST transformations reduce to
δQX = c
a∂aX
δQc
a = cb∂b c
a
δQPˆ (γ)ab = −2Tˆab.
(7.20)
The energy momentum tensor is Tˆ = TˆX + Tˆ gh,
2TˆXab = ∂aX∂bX −
1
2
gˆab∂
rX∂rX,
2Tˆ ghab = Pˆ (γ)p(a∇ˆb)cp + (∇ˆpPˆ (γ)ab)cp − gˆabPˆ (γ)rs∇ˆrcs.
(7.21)
We have a non-local transformation for the antighost. Just as is found in the standard case
the transformation for the antighost is not nilpotent,
δ2Pˆ (γ)ab = −LPˆ (c)ab
where L is the Lagrangian density in (7.19). On a manifold without boundary, or a manifold
with boundary where the Alvarez boundary conditions hold, we recover nilpotency when
the ghost ca is on shell, for then P †Pc = 0 ⇐⇒ P (c) = 0.
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Although the BRST transformation is now non-local, it has the natural interpretation
of generating reparametrisations of the boundary as we now describe. Consider the string
field propagator written as
G(Xf ;Xi) =
∫
D(X, γ, c)(Det Pˆ †Pˆ )−1/2e−SBRST−SJ
∣∣∣∣X=Xf
X=Xi
(7.22)
where SBRST is as in (7.19) and SJ is a source term which generates boundary values of
the ghosts,
SJ =
1
2
∫
d2σ
√
gˆ (Pˆ †Pˆ γ)acacl + γ
a
cl(Pˆ
†Pˆ c)a.
In the above, cacl obeys Pˆ
†Pˆ = 0 and equals the boundary values of the ghosts on the
Dirichlet sections of the worldsheet,
ca(σ, 0) = cai (σ), c
a(σ, 1) = caf (σ),
and similarly for γa. The integration variables obey the boundary conditions (5.24) and
cτcl = γ
τ
cl ≡ 0. After repeated integration by parts we can write the source term as
SJ =
∫
bhd
dΣb (Pˆ γ)abc
a
bhd + γ
a
bhd(Pˆ c)ab. (7.23)
The bulk action SBRST is invariant for arbitrary boundary values of X, c, γ,
δQSBRST = −
∫
d2σ
∂
∂σa
(
caL
)
= 0
using the ghost boundary conditions naca = 0. The source term SJ does not respect this
symmetry, so we are led to expect a Ward identity resulting from a shift in integration
variables corresponding to (7.20),
〈 δQSJ 〉 = 0 (7.24)
where the expectation value is defined as
〈Ω〉 :=
∫
D(X, γ, c) Ω (Det Pˆ †Pˆ )−1/2e−SBRST−SJ
∣∣∣∣X=Xf
X=Xi
so the propagator is 〈1〉. To simplify the remaining presentation we now fix the gauge
gˆab = δab and absorb dependency on the Teichmu¨ller parameter into the co-ordinates, so
σ ∈ [0, π] and τ ∈ [0, T ]. Consider calculating the expectation value of the ghosts away
from the boundary. Each ca (γa) is contracted with γa (ca) in the source term and brings
down the classical field,
〈 ca(σ, τ) 〉 = cacl(σ, τ), 〈 γa(σ, τ) 〉 = γacl(σ, τ). (7.25)
As τ → 0, 1 this gives the boundary values of the ghosts. In general an expectation value
separates into quantum and classical pieces. In addition to the usual short distance di-
vergences the quantum pieces will contain finite, non-zero contributions from the image
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charges- the corner anomaly contributes to the Ward identity. To illustrate, the contribu-
tion to (7.24) from the first term in (7.23), at τ = ǫ > 0 is
〈δQ
∫
dσ (Pγ)στ c
σ
b〉 = −
∫
dσ
〈
X ′X˙ + (Pγ)p(σ∂τ)cp + (∂p(Pγ)στ )cp
〉
cσcl(σ, ǫ). (7.26)
The two boundaries contribute similarly so we will focus on τ = 0, and let a subscript “b”
denote boundary value. We will deal with the co-ordinate term first. The X–functional
integrals are carried out by splitting X into classical and quantum parts, X = Xcl +Xq.
The expectation value becomes
−
∫
dσ cσcl(σ, ǫ)X
′
cl(σ, ǫ)X˙cl(σ, ǫ) + c
σ
cl(σ, ǫ)
〈
X ′q(σ, ǫ)X˙q(σ
′, ǫ)
〉
.
To calculate the quantum contribution from the corners, we again go to the upper right
quadrant with Dirichlet conditions at τ = 0 and Neumann conditions at σ = 0. The
Green’s function, F , for Xq on this geometry is given by the method of images,
F (σ, τ ;σ′, τ ′) = F0(σ, τ ;σ′, τ ′) + F0(σ, τ ;−σ′, τ ′)− F0(σ, τ ;σ′ − τ ′)− F0(σ, τ ;−σ′,−τ ′)
(7.27)
in terms of the free space Green’s function
F0(σ, τ ;σ
′τ ′) = − 1
4π
log
(
(σ − σ′)2 + (τ − τ ′)2). (7.28)
The contribution we are interested in comes from the final term in (7.27), as this is the
only term which sees both reflections and hence the corner. Taking σ = σ′ and τ = τ ′ = ǫ
this term contributes
− 1
4π
σ
σ2 + ǫ2
ǫ
σ2 + ǫ2
→ −1
4
δ(σ)
σ
as ǫ→ 0. (7.29)
Since each corner contributes equally and independently we know that the expectation
value on the strip will be given by〈
X ′q(σ, 0)X˙q(σ
′, 0)
〉
= −1
4
δ(σ)
σ
− 1
4
δ(σ − π)
σ − π (7.30)
per spacetime dimension. This leads to a quantum contribution to the Ward identity,
−
π∫
0
dσ cσb(σ)
(
− 1
4
δ(σ)
σ
− 1
4
δ(σ − π)
σ − π
)
=
1
4
(
cσb
′(0) + cσb′(π)
)
, (7.31)
where we have applied L’Hoˆpital’s rule since cσ(0) = cσ(π) = 0. As we take ǫ → 0 the
total contribution from the co-ordinates to the Ward identity is
−
∫
dσ cσb(σ)X
′
b(σ)X˙cl(σ, 0) +
1
4
(
cσb
′(0) + cσ ′b(π)
)
. (7.32)
The remaining classical field can be written as a derivative acting on the propagator 〈1〉
with respect to the X boundary data, so we have the operator expression
2
∫
dσ cσb(σ)X
′
b(σ)
δ
δXb(σ)
+
1
4
(
cσ ′b(0) + c
σ ′
b(π)
)
(7.33)
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per co-ordinate. This looks like a reparametrisation apart from the terms coming from the
corners. These are of precisely the form of the constant terms found in (6.12) as we can
see by using a Fourier representation for the fields. The ghost cσ is expanded as
cσb(σ) =
√
2
π
∞∑
m=1
cm sinmσ
=⇒ cσ ′b(0) + cσ ′b(π) =
√
2
π
∞∑
m=1
2mcm δm/2∈Z,
and each mode multiplies a generator of reparametrisations in (7.33) and a constant term
as found in (6.12).
All that remains is to calculate the ghost contributions from (7.23) to the Ward identity.
Recall that we found the total contribution to the corner anomaly in DetP †P vanished
using our ghosts, cancelling between the σ and τ components. The classical ghost terms
in (7.26) are
−
∫
dσ cσb(σ)γ
σ ′
b(σ)c˙
σ
cl(σ, 0) − cσb(σ)cσ ′b(σ)γ˙σcl(σ, 0). (7.34)
The quantum pieces immediately simplify since P †P and its inverse are diagonal,
−
∫
dσ
〈
Pγp(σ∂τ)c
p + (∂p(Pγ)στ )c
p
〉
cσcl(σ, ǫ)
= −
∫
dσ
〈
γσ ′c˙σ + γτ ′c˙τ + γ˙σcσ ′ + γ˙τcτ ′ + γ˙′
σ
cσ + γ˙′
τ
cτ
〉
cσcl(σ, ǫ).
(7.35)
The Green’s function for P †P on the upper right quadrant is given by
Fab =
(
Fσσ 0
0 Fττ
)
(7.36)
where
Fσσ(σ, τ ;σ
′, τ ′) =
1
2
F0(σ, τ ;σ
′, τ ′)− 1
2
F0(σ, τ ;−σ′, τ ′)
− 1
2
F0(σ, τ ;σ
′ − τ ′) + 1
2
F0(σ, τ ;−σ′,−τ ′),
Fττ (σ, τ ;σ
′, τ ′) =
1
2
F0(σ, τ ;σ
′, τ ′) +
1
2
F0(σ, τ ;−σ′, τ ′)
− 1
2
F0(σ, τ ;σ
′ − τ ′)− 1
2
F0(σ, τ ;−σ′,−τ ′).
(7.37)
Following the same argument as we used for the co-ordinates it is a simple matter to check
that the corner contributions once again cancel between the σ− and τ−components.
Finally, the second term in (7.23) contributes only a classical piece,
〈δQ
∫
dσ γσb (Pc)στ 〉 = −
∫
dσ γσ〈∂τ (cσcσ ′ + cτ c˙σ)〉 = −
∫
dσ 2cσb
′γσb c˙
σ
cl + c
σ
bγ
σ
b
′c˙σcl, (7.38)
since for the quantum pieces 〈cc〉 = 0 as the ghosts anti commute. We can turn this into
an operator acting on the propagator using
c˙σcl = −
δ
δγσb
, γ˙σcl =
δ
δcσb
, X˙cl = −2 δ
δXb
, (7.39)
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where the factors come from the conventions in the action. Collecting all the terms we find
the Ward identity
[ π∫
0
dσ cσbX
′
b
δ
δXb
+
(
cσbγ
σ
b
)′ δ
δγσb
+
1
2
cσbc
σ ′
b
δ
δcσb
+
26
8
(
cσ ′(0) + cσ ′(π)
)]
G = 0. (7.40)
This operator describes the transformation of 25 scalars, X (X0 drops out since its tan-
gential derivative is zero on the boundary) and the tangential component of a vector γσ,
under a reparametrisation of the boundary generated by the ghost cσ, and quantum cor-
rections. The nonlocal BRST transformations correspond to local reparametrisations of
the boundary as claimed. Demanding BRST invariance here does not put the string field
on shell, as the reparametrisations are only a subset of those described by BRST in the
usual formalism.
8. Conclusions
We have shown that the scalar field Shro¨dinger functional can be written in terms of par-
ticles moving on RD×S1/Z2, and that the action of the Schro¨dinger functional, describing
time evolution, reduces to a Feynman diagram expansion and the gluing property.
The bosonic string field propagator, for both the open and closed string, obeys a gen-
eralisation of the gluing property which sews together the propagator worldsheets between
definite times. The string field Schro¨dinger functional can therefore be written down using
the diagram expansion found in the field theory case.
Timelike T-duality of the string theory becomes a large/small time duality of the string
field theory under which boundary states are exchanged with backgrounds coupling to the
ends of the dual string. In the examples given we have seen the usual features of T-duality
appearing, namely Wilson lines and D-branes. In the open string case, the presence of the
corner Weyl anomaly is necessary in any string field theory for building more complicated
surfaces by sewing propagators and vertices together and care must be taken to include its
effects in calculations.
As a very first step to performing a similar construction of string field objects in non-
flat spacetimes, we generalise some of our field theory results to anti-de Sitter spacetimes
or arbitrary dimension in [24].
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